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Distillation in a refinery yields a heavy residue referred to as residual oil. The work-up of this 
residual oil is (partially) done by gasification. In a gasifier the oil is atomized at high pressure and 
temperature by pure oxygen, creating a sub-stoichiometrie droplet cloud. Residual oil gasification is a 
step forward in the sustainable development of the crude oil refining process; it combines high value, 
clean products with low NOx and S02 emissions. The most crucial element of the gasifier - the (co
annular) gasification burner - is still being further developed. In the same time refineries demand 
larger gasification burners to be built. 

This work deals with the characterization and scale-up of residual oil gasification burners. For the 
characterization it is essential that two properties be known: the partiele size distribution (PSD) which 
is produced by the burner in the atomization process, and the reactivity of the produced particles. In 
order to measure these properties, two methods are reviewed and applied: phase-Doppler 
anemometry (PDA) to measure the PSD and grid reactor experiments to measure the gasification 
reactivity. Both methods appear to be suitable fortheir purpose. To investigate scale-up behavior, 
the atomization characteristics of different burner designs are determined. 

December, 1998 
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1. Introduetion 

In this sectien the project will be set against the background of oil demand and supply. Then 
residue gasification, the object of the project, will be observed with respect to other residue uses. 
Finally we shall have a look to the PER+ project: a prestigieus upgrade of the complex refinery in 
Pernis in which the gasification process is deeply embedded in an integrated series of oil residue 
work-up facilities. 

1.1 The oil market 

Long term predictions on oil supply are easily made. Margins on light, sweet (low sulphur content) 
crude are higher than on heavy, sour (high sulphur) crude. So even though light oil is still found, their 
share in exploitable reserves is bound to decrease, eventually, since natural reserves are finite. 

However, reliable figures are difficult to be given due to big uncertainties in still hidden reserves, 
competition by other energy sources, and of course, the advancement of technology. The technica! 
advancements can be divided up into two fields of application: locating and exploiting reserves on 
one hand and the crude treatment on the other. 

Crude treatment is essential to meet environmental constraints and to patch up the ditterenee 
between oil supply and demand. In order to clarify the relevanee of both arguments with the aid of 
some figures we willlook at a (short term) trend analysis of the oil supply and demand [OIL]. 

1.1.1 Oil demand 

World oil demand has been increasing at a rate of 1.3% over the last years and this rate is 
forecast to double in the next years, reaching a demand of 90 million barrels per day around the year 
2005 (see tigure 1). 
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Fig.1: wor/d oil demand 
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Dividing the world demand up by end use, we see significant ditterences in the expected growth 
per sector. The transport sectors, chemica! feedstocks and other non-energy uses are forecast to 
grow at a rate of 3% per year. The oil demand in the domestic, commercial , industrial and power 
generation sector is more susceptible to competition trom other energy sourees and is expected to 
increase by 1.5% per year. 

The ditterenee in expected growth tor the different sectors (see tigure 2) translates into a 
changing cut of the barrel : the composition of the demand tor different oil products is altering. 
Because the demand of different oil products varies a lot between Asia and the other continents, in 
tigure 3 the world is divided into two hemispheres separated by the Suez channel. 
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The road and air transport fuels are forecast to account tor more than 40% of the incremental 
demand. This means that the demand is shifting towards lighter oil fractions: the middle distillates. 

Besides quantitative demand by end users, there is also a very strong demand by legislation. Two 
important legislative proposals were recently endorsed by the Auto/Oil Gasoline Programme and the 
EC Council of Ministers. As an example, table 1 shows the proposed specifications tor gasoline in the 
EC. The proposed changes in specifications tor diesel are even more drastic. 

Current 2000 2005 
Auto/Oil EC council Auto/Oil EC council EC council 

Aromatics max. %vol none none 45 42 35 
Benzene max.%vol 5 5 2 1 -
Sulphur max. ppm none none 200 150 50 
Oxygen max. %wt - - 2.3 2.3 -.. 

Table 1: proposed European gasolme qua/tty speciftcattons 

The decreasing numbers tor maximum allowed contentsof the substances listed in table 1 show 
that the oil demand rapidly shifts towards clean, light products. This makes it interesting to have a 
look at the supply side. The two most important indicators are heavy/light and sweeVsour. 

1.1.3 Oil supply 

Over the last 15 years there has been a modest trend towards a lighter world supply barrel 1
. The 

regional crude trends reveal that this is caused by Middle and Far East production only. Because of 
the large reserves east of Suez the production in these regions can following suit with the world 
demand by producing light crude at the expense of heavier grades. Intherest of the world we see a 
trend towards a heavier supply barrel, indicated in tigure 4 by an increasing atmospheric residue 
content (this means that more heavy residues remain atter atmospheric distillation). 

The sulphur content of the supply barrel over the same period shows a similar picture (see tigure 
5) . Especially the Middle East follows the demand by increasing sweet (low sulphur) crude 
production, while the west of Suez regions display a steady trend towards a more sour (high sulphur) 
supply barrel . 

1 Here the word barrel does not refer to an arnount of oil, but to the composition of the (in this case) oH supply. 
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Fig.4: regional heavy/light crude trends Fig.5: regional sweetlsour crude trends 

Gomparing demand and supply we can conclude the following : 
• lrrespective of the trends, the world supply barrel yields around 45% percent atmospheric 

residue, while the demand tor heavy grades is less than 20%. This makes conversion of heavy to 
light inevitable tor an efficient use of the entire barrel. 

• Due to the trend towards a heavier supply barrel in regions west of Suez the call on crude 
conversion techniques is predicted to increase. 

• With the average sulphur content of the world supply barrel remaining quite constant and the 
demand rapidly shifting towards low sulphur fuels, an adequate product clean-up is essential. 

Next we will see which techniques are at the disposal of the refineries and to what extend they can 
contribute to patch up the discrepancy between demand and supply. 

1.2 Conversion and residue work-up 

Crude oil entering a refinery is fed into an atmospheric distiller - possibly foliowed by a high 
vacuum distiller- in order to extract the light products. The leftover trom the distillation process, the 
residue, consists of very heavy hydracarbon fractions, making it a highly viseaus substance. Since 
the contaminants present in the crude remain for the larger part in the residue during the distillation 
process, it is also relatively high on sulphur and metal content. 

Apart trom immediate use or sale as fuel (tor marine bunkers, power production or industrial 
boilers), there are two elementary different methods of further processing of the formed residue: 
deep conversion to higher-demand products and gasification to produce synthesis gas (syngas). 

Conversion is based either on a carbon rejection (thermal or catalytic cracking) or a hydragen 
addition technique (hydrocracking). Because of its corrosive nature, the residue is unfit to be used in 
a catalytic cracker- sulphur will deactivate the catalyst- without being treated (hydrotreating) . 

Gasification is the ultimate processing step; it transfarms the residue into a gas consisting mainly 
of H2 and CO. The hydragen is needed in conversion plants like hydracrackers and for hydrotreating 
(hydrodesulphurisation, hydordenitrification and hydrogenation). The CO can be used to produce 
additional hydragen by feeding it - along with steam - through a shift-reactor or it can be burned in a 
gasturbine to produce electricity. Furthermore the CO can be used as input tor a chemica! synthesis 
plant . 

Because the gasification plant yields power as well as (high pressure) steam, it is called a 
cogeneration plant. The main reasens for the application of cogeneration in a refinery are [DIS] : 
• higher thermal efficiency due to combined cycle, 
• environmentally friendly: higher efficiency allows 5-10% lower C02 emissions, over 99% of 

sulphur in the gasifier feedstock is reecvered as elemental sulphur, NOx production is lower than 
burning natura! gas, the mineral waste material is rich on valuable Ni and V which can easily be 
reecvered in a metallurgical plant. 

These are two very important aspects in the view of sustainable development in oil residue work-up. 
Other advantages are: 
• no need for residue transportation or starage facilities, 
• local use of power and steam, eliminating long-distance transportation, 
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• opportunity of usage of H2 and CO as raw materials tor chemica! production, 
• more stabie demand and prices for power than tor fuel oil , 
• potential to use the gasifier tor other hydracarbon waste disposal, 
• ready to use technology. 

The disadvantages that should be mentioned are the: 
• high capita! costs, 
• dependenee of the profitability on the ability to sell the surplus electricity at an attractive price2

, 

• rigidity of the plant as a result of the inlegration of units. 

We see that decisions on using cogeneration lead to discussions about values which are not 
easily measured in the same units. Energy efficiency, improved product quality and reduced 
emissions are gained at the cost of large investments and an increased complexity of the refining risk 
management. 

The latest example of an upgrade of a complex refinery invalving the addition of a cogeneration 
plant is the PER+ project at which we will have a look next. 

1.3 The PER+ project 

The project we look to most directly is the PER+ project , commissioned in 1994 and located at the 
Pernis refinery in Rotterdam. lt consistsof a gasifier (with air separation plant) , hydracracker unit and 
combined cycle power plant . Figure 6 shows how the PER+ project is embedded in the Pernis 
refinery. 

crude oil 

.--------------------------------------------~LPG 
.-----------------------~ dllutents 

alkylation t----------~ gasoline 

~~~~~~---~---------------------------------+naphm 
1----------------------+ kerosine 

LJ~!!U.!!;rn!!lli_j----------======---------~ gasoil 
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:::::J 
'C 

1-----------+ luboil 

·~ 1-------1 
t 
0 
~ 
Ul 

1-----------+ fuel oil 

steam 
electricity 

1----------------------~fuel oil 
""------------------------~ bitumes 

Fig.6: layout of the Pernis refinery and the PEFr project 

2 The evolution of Europaan Legislation (in conformity with the Rome and Maastricht Treaty) is in favour of deregulation an 
demonopolisation of power generation. This would allow direct negotiation between consumers and suppliers . 
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The air separation plant provides oxygen tor the gasifier. Tagether with cracked residue (VFCR) 
trom a vacuum residue (or short residue) thermal cracker (visbreaker), the gasifier produces syngas, 
mainly consisting of CO and H2. Hydragen is extracted tor use in the hydrocracker. The gas is then 
treated to remove sulphur and metals. The clean syngas is then burnt in a gas turbine to produce 
electricity and high pressure steam. The hydragen led to the hydracracker is used to convert the 
heavy vacuum distillate into middle distillates. 

The results of the upgrade on the refinery balance are significant. The balance presented in table 
2 displays an increasing fraction of white (low on contaminants) products and an almost doubled 
sulphur retrieval , even though the intake shifted towards sour crude. Also the refinery emissions of 
S02 and NOx are reduced by 35-45%. 

mil/ion tons/year before PER+ after PER+ 
IN 
sour crude 11 .3 15.0 
sweet crude 4.5 2.8 
other feed 2.1 0.1 
TOT AL 17.9 17.9 
OUT 
'white' products 12.8 14.0 
heavy products 3.5 2.1 
TOT AL 16.3 16.3 
sulphur retrieval 38% 73% 

Table 2: refmery balance of Pernts [PER] 

The heart of the PER+ project is formed by a series of three residue gasification factories. Figure 
7 shows one of the gasifier units. The gasification reaction vessel operates at a pressure of 65 bar 
and a temperature of 1400 °C. The syngas is then fed through a waste heat boiler in order to lower 
the temperature far enough to allow transportation and clean-up. Heat exchangers are used to pre
heat the oil feed (before entering the gasifier) with waste heat of the gasification products. 

Present-day burners, like the ones used in the Pernis gasifiers have a throughput of 500 tons 
residue per day and the same amount of oxygen; that is almost 6 kg/s each. This may sound like a 
lot, but the refinery business still demands more. 
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2 Aim of the project 

The aim of the SGP (Shell Gasification Process) scale-up project is to formulate design rules for 
the scale up of residue gasification burners. In order to know what a good burner is we need to look 
at the physical and chemica! processes as a whole. 

The performance of a gasifier is mainly expressed by the rate of gasification. Given the 
throughput, the gasification rate essentially depends on two parameters: the size of the residue 
droplets and the reactivity of these droplets. The fermer is dependent on the burner design, the latter 
on the feedstock properties. 

The werk presented in this report sets out to determine the partiele size distribution produced by 
different burner models ('standard' model and different scale-up models) and reactivity of oil residue. 

The experiments are carried out at two laboratories: the oil atomization plant at SRTCA (Shell 
Research and Technology Centre, Amsterdam) and the High Velocity Iaberatory of the fluid dynamics 
group - faculty of Applied Physics- at EUT (Eindhoven University of Technology) . The fermer houses 
a large setup capable of studying the dynamic behavier of the atomization process at ambient 
temperatures. At the latter, two setups are located: a grid reactor built for small scale gasification 
experiments and a shock tube especially useful for very brief cernbustion experiments on small 
partiel es. 

In future studies these can be used to model the processes in a gasifier. A better understanding of 
the gasification process will not only allow larger gasifiers to be built, but will also help to optimize 
gasifier design (less soot production, increasing burner life time) . This will reduce capital and 
operational costs of a synthesis gas manufacturing unit, making the implementation of gasifiers in 
refineries more attractive. Newly built gasifiers and improvement of the existing ones, will help to 
further reduce the pressure of residue werk-up on the environment. 
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SECTION I: 

partiele size distribution 
determination 

at 

Shell 
Research and 
Technology 
Cent re, 
Amsterdam 
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3 Atomization 

The generally accepted idea of droplet formation by atomization of a liquid sheet is sketched in 
tigure 8. A liquid sheet formed in between two slits is accelerated by the surrounding gas jet. The 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability caused by the relative motion of the two continuous phases will form 
small waves on the surface of the liquid sheet. In the accelerating jet these waves will be amplified 
while the sheet is being stretched in the direction of motion. The large amplitude waves will cause the 
thin sheet to rupture, forming ligaments. These ligaments too will become unstable and finally break 
up into droplets. Because the dropJets are still subject to shear forces, they will keep breaking up into 
smaller ones, until the dropJets are small enough fortheir surface tension to resist the shear forces. 

Fig.8: general idea of atomization 

Visualization of the oil sheet in our experiments revealed a different picture. Figure 9 shows the 
oil sheet seen through the side of the (transparent) burner model. 
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Fig.9: visualization of oil sheet 

The oil coming trom in between the two visible rims is wildly oscillating. Furthermore we can see that 
the length of the oil sheet is camparabie to the original thickness. 

The Kelvin-Helmholtz theory states that the size of the initially formed dropiets can be 
approximated by the most unstable wavelength which is given by [FRA] 

(1+ 1.-)·crd 
À, KH = 31t A 2 ' (1) 

Ps · uV 
where Pd and p9 represent the density of the oil and the gas respectively, <Jd is the surface tension of 
the oil and !1V the slip velocity between the oil sheet and the gas jet. Using the properties of the 
experiments presented, this yields initial droplet sizes of a tew micrometers. Significant further 
breakup of these dropiets is not to be expected. 

Figure 9 and equation 1 indicate that the flow we are studying does not follow the general concept 
of droplet formation. For a description of the jet produced by the burner model , we will therefore 
heavily rely on direct measurements of the partiele size distribution (PSD). 
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4 Principles of PDA 

Phase Doppier Anemometry (PDA) is an optical measuring method designed to simultaneously 
determine the velocity and size of a spherical object passing through the measurement volume. PDA 
is a mere extension of Laser Doppier Anemometry (LDA) which is used to determine partiele velocity 
only. 

4.1 principle of LDA 

The measurement volume is created by splitting a coherent, polarized beam of laser light in two 
and allowing both beams to interseet at a certain angle. The intersecting beams will create an 
interterenee pattem consisting of equally spaeed oval disks of high intensity. The stacked disks, 
referred to as fringes, fill the ellipsoidal measurement volume. 

A sphere moving through the measurement volume with a velocity component perpendicular to 
the fringes will alternately pass through regions of high and low intensity. The frequency of the 
intensity profile scattered by the sphere is directly proportional to the perpendicular velocity 
component of the sphere as displayed in equation 2. 

U 1. to frin ges = 8 f · J D (2) 

Here 0, represents the fringe spacing and f0 is the frequency of the autocorrelated signal of the 
Doppier burst (see example in tigure 1 0). 
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Fig.1 Oa: Doppier burst 
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Fig.1 Ob: autocorrelated burst signa/ 

The red line drawn in tigure 1 Oa - the so-called pedestal - represent the 'DC' component of the 
signal. After autocorrelation of the signal only the 'AC' component remains. 

The other velocity components can be measured in the same way. Each component requires a 
different set of beams (of a different color) with their fringes perpendicular to that velocity 
component. In order to simultaneously measure multiple velocity componentsof the same droplet, all 
measurement volumes have to coincide. 

4.2 extension to PDA 

The elementary ditterenee between LDA and PDA is the addition of (at least) one more detector 
looking at the same set of fringes. Two detectors at a slightly different detection angle (this ditterenee 
is only a tew degrees) will detect the same fluctuating intensity, but one signal will be lagging the 
other by a certain time - or phase - difference. The magnitude of this phase ditterenee will prove to 
be directly proportional to the size of the reflecting droplet. 
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In tigure 11 a droplet in the maasurement volume is shown. For convenianee the diameter will be 
determined at the moment that a fringe - represented by a single thin beam originating trom the 
maximum constructive interterenee of the two intersecting laser beams - reflects into detector 1, 
which is located at an angle a. relative to the fringes. At the same moment another (resulting) beam -
which will be referred to as quasi-fringe - reflects trom another point of the droplet into detector 2, 
which is at an angle ~ · Along a fringe the two intersecting laser beams are in phase, but along a 
quasi-fringe the laser beams are out of phase by 

L 
<l> = 8 x 27t (rad) (3) 

f 

where L represents the distance between the fringe and the quasi-fringe, and 0, is the distance 
between two adjacent fringes. From this equation we see immediately that the phase- and hence the 
diameter- is undetermined when the phase ditterenee exceeds 2n rad. 
From another point of view, this phase ditterenee is equal to the phase ditterenee with which the two 
laser beams arrive at detector two. The phase ditterenee means that the measured intensity deviates 
trom the one at maximum constructive interference, yielding an intensity ditterenee between the two 
detectors. 

detector 2 

detector 1 (c) 

R·sin (Y2~) 

Fig.11 : Principle of PDA 

Using tigure 11 the distance L can be expressed as 

L = R · [sin(~)- sin(%)] (4) 

Equation 4 is derived by using trigonometrie relationships on the triangles of which the hypotenuses 
are formed by the biseetars of the angles between the (quasi-)fringe and reflected rays. These 
biseetars are the normal veetors at the points where the (quasi-)fringe intersacts with the droplet 
Because the droplet is spherical , the normal veetors have to originate trom the center of the droplet 
lt is hereby stressed that the derivation of this theory is based on spherical droplets. 

Taking equations 3 and 4 tagether yields 
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<ll = R . sin(% )
8
- sin(~) 
f 

(5) 

This relation shows that the phase ditterenee is directly proportional to the diameter tor reflection in a 
two dimensional system. For retraction and/or in a three dimension geometry, the statement still 
holds, but the geometry is more complicated. 

In appendix 2.2 the following relation tor the inter-fringe ditterenee is derived: 

8 = À. 
1 2 · sin(~) 

(6) 

where A. is the wavelength of the laser light and e is the intersectien angle of the two laser beams. 
Using equation 6, the general form of equation 5 becomes 

<l> ij = f · d· (~ i -~ j ) X27t {7) 

in which the geometrical factor of equation 6 is contracted with ~ 1 • Furthermore d is the diameter of 
the droplet. The geometrical factor ~ 1 depends on the scattering mode. For reflection in three 
dimensions this factor is [ANA] 

~i = ~ · [ ~·1-+-s-in---=-~ -. s-in_q>_i --s-in_\jl_i ---c-o-s--=-~ -. c_o_s_q>_i - J 1 - sin ~ · sin \jl i - cos~ · cos q> i ] . (8) 

Here e represents the angle between the two intersecting beams; cp1 and 'VI are respectively the 
azimuth and the elevation of detector i. 

Because the light path for the different scattering modes is not the same, the phase relat ionships 
are not equal for all scattering modes. Therefore it is essential to know what kind of scattering mode 
will be detected. For this a polar plot of the scattered intensities is used. This plot depends only on 
the (relative) refractive index. Figure 12a shows the three most important scattering modes - other 
modes have intensities which are at least two orders of magnitude smaller - tor a droplet with 
refractive index of 1.46. Figure 12b shows the corresronding polar intensity plot . The upper half of 
the plot shows the scattering intensities from 0° to 180 tor perpendicularly polarized light; the bottorn 
half shows the intensities at the same angles for perpendicularly polarized light. 

2nd order 
retraction 

Fig.12a: light scattering by a droplet Fig.12b: po/ar intensity plot tor n=1.46 [PDA] 

In the current setup the detectors are set up around a 120° scattering angle, while the laser light is 
perpendicularly polarized relative to the plane of refraction. The polar plot shows that in the region 
around 120° - between the critica! angle and the rainbow angle - reflection is the only scatter mode 
to be detected. Furthermore we see that the perpendicularly polarized component of the light yields 
the highest reflection amplitude. In this case it is not necessary to install a polarizer to discriminate 
between the perpendicular and parallel component - in case the laser might be slightly misaligned -
because the only possible parallel polarized scatter to be detected at 120° is also reflection , so that 
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the phase relationship is equal. The coloreel pieces of the intensity curves indicate the most suitable 
angle-ranges to measure the corresponding scattering mode. 

Because the PDA detection angle is rigid, care should be taken when experiments are performeel 
with oils of different viscosity - and hence different refractive index. So tigure 12b is dependent on 
the type of oil. Figure 13 shows the range of refractive indices at which only reflection is detecteel at 
120° scattering angle. The dot indicates the current situation. Due to non-optical constraints the 
maasurement angle was not optimizeel. 
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Fig.13: chart for optimizing scatteringang/es for reflected light [PDA] 

4.3 improvements to the system 

In paragraph 4.2 we have seen the bare principle of PDA. We shall now have a closer look at 
three important refinements of a more advanced PDA system, of which the first two are implementeel 
in the PDA system which is used for the experiments. 

4.3.1 velocity sign ambiguity 

Since the frequency of the Doppier burst is only dependent on the absolute value of the velocity 
(the component perpendicular to the fringes), the direction of motion cannot be determined. This 
problem can be solveel by putting the fringes into motion. To achieve this, the wavelengthof one of 
the intersecting beams is slightly shitteel in frequency. This is done by a Bragg cell. Figure 14 shows 
the two intersecting beams. The equidistant bars represent lines of maximum amplitude (equiphase). 
At t=to the fringes will be formed by lines connecting the points where the black bars interseet 
(constructive interference). Aftera time Ll't, the equiphase lines have moveel over a distance c . .tlt, to 
the position indicated by the gray bars. Because of the difference in wavelength between the beams, 
the gray bars do not interseet at the same points as the black ones. Effectively the frequency shift 
causes the fringes to move at a constant velocity. 
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Fig.14: fringe movement as a result of optica/ frequency shifting 

As a result of the wavelength ditterenee the fringes will be slightly tilted. In reality this effect can 
be neglected because the ditterenee in wavelength is insignificantly small (A.=500 nm; À.shift=0.03 nm). 

The left graph in tigure 15 shows the frequency-velocity relationship for stationary fringes. lf 
dropiets moving in the main direction have a positive velocity, then the valid velocity range is the 
projection of the solid line on the U-axis. lf particles moving in the negative direction cross the 
measurement volume they will create a burst of which the frequency is equal to the one of a burst 
created by a partiele moving in the positive direction with the same velocity. The direction of motion 
is therefore undetermined. 

' ' ' ' ' 
0 

unshifted 

u 0 u 
Fig.15: frequency-velocity re/ationship with and without optica/ phase shifting 

lf one laser beam is frequency shifted in such a way that the fringes move with a certain velocity 
in the negative direction - therefore the direction of fringe motion should be chosen opposite to the 
main partiele flow direction - the frequency-velocity relationship shifts as indicated in the right graph 
of tigure 15. The valid velocity range now extends into the negative range. The velocity of the 
dropietscan now be determined by 

U = 8! '(!D- ! shift ) · {9) 

Here fshltt represents the optical shift frequency (in this setup fshlfl = 40 MHz); this equals the 
frequency of a Doppier 'burst' generated by a droplet with zero velocity. 
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4.3.2 size accuracy 

lf the phase ditterenee between two detectors is more than 360°, there will be an ambiguity in the 
corresponding diameter of the sphere. Decreasing the angle between the detectors will allow tor a 
larger diameter range to be unambiguously detected, but it will also lower the diameter accuracy. To 
enhance the diameter accuracy and maintain a large diameter range yet another detector is added. 
Detector-pair 1 and 3 are close to each ether, while the pair 1 and 2 are relatively distant. An 
example layout is shown in tigure 16 (again the angles are strongly exaggerated) . Figure 17 shows 
the graphical construction for unambiguous determination of the diameter using both phase 
differences. 

detector 3 - -~----
detector 1 -.. ?"ç__ -------- -- ----

-0:( -- --- --... ...... ::::::,. maasurement 

__ • .--··· volume 

detector 2 __ 1;J._.--·--' 
Fig.16: example Jayout tor three detectors Fig.17: diameter-phase relationships 

The phase ditterenee between detector 1 and 2 delermines the diameter with great accuracy, but 
the obtained diameter can have several values represented by the red arrows in tigure 17. The phase 
ditterenee between detector 1 and 3 is less accurate, but the measurement is unambiguous if the 
diameter is below Dmax· Practically, the value of «<»13 points out what value trom the array produced 
by «<l12 is the right one. 

Because the detector pairs delermine the local curvature of a slightly different part of the particle, 
a discrepancy in the measured diameter can occur. This discrepancy, äD, can be used to estimate 
the deviation trom a perfect sphere. This property will be used as a means of validatien discussed in 
paragraph 6.1 . 

4.3.3 enhanced validation 

The latest measurement systems are equipped with two different interterametrie sizing techniques 
[DRO]: PDA and Visibility lntensity Validatien (VIV). PDA measures directly the phase shift of the 
light encoded in the spatial variatien of the fringes projected onto the detector. Hereby the pedestal -
as shown in tigure f2a - is disregarded. VIV separates the Doppier signa! into its 'AC' and 'DC' 
components. The value of 'AC' I 'DC' is defined as the visibility. The droplet size is depends on the 
visibility through a Bessel tunetion relationship. 

To enhance validation, the results of both systems are compared. 
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5 Experimental setup 

Figure 18 shows the experimental setup used; a brief description of the components is given 
below. 

I 

Spectra-Physics : Dantee 
I (\ 
I 60X40 fibres I 

I Stabilite 2017-04 laser ~ 
Transmitter -

Model 2550 V 

power supply fibre 

58Nl0 PDA receiver with 
r--- -2670 signa! processor photomultipliers 

remote control I 
580130 

interface board 

4 channel digitising acquisition 

oscilloscope computer 

Fig.18: PDA setup of the Oil Atomization Plant at SRTCA 

As a polarized coherent light source, a Spectra-Physics argon ion laser system is used. The 
system consists of a laser head and power supply with remote controL For these experiments an 
optical power of 1 W is used. The laser light is fed into a Dantee FiberPDA system. 

The laser beam - consisting of several optical lines- arrives at the transmitter box. The beam is 
led through a Bragg cell where it is split in two. In the same time one of the beams is frequency 
shifted . Both beams are then separated by color by a prism. Finally the green (514.5 nm) and blue 
(488.0 nm) colers are extracted by feedingthem into optical transmitting fibers. The two colars allow 
measurement of the velocity component in two directions: the axial and the radial one) . This results 
in tour beams: two green and two blue ones and of every color one frequency shifted and one 
unshifted beam. 

The fibers lead to the transmitting opties, of which the front lens focuses the beams in its focal 
point : the measurement volume. More or less the same volume is seen by the front lens of the 
receiv ing opties: the dateetion volume. The receiving probe - containing all three detectors - is 
positioned at a scattering angle of 120°. The three receivers, which consist of tiny fibers act as 
pinholes to discriminate between light reflected by particles in the dateetion volume and 
unintentionally scattered light. 

The receiv ing fibers arrive at the receiver box where the different colars are again split up and 
the optical signals are individually detected and amplified by photomultipliers. 

The electrical signals are then sent to the signal processing unit. The processed signals are 
displayed on an oscilloscope to allow in-situ studying of the signal's waveform. The signal processor 
then analyses the signals to comply with the specificatien provided by the user through the software 
package SIZEware. 

The analyzed results arrive at the interface board in the data acquisition computer, where the 
raw data is stored. Further processing of the acquired data is possible with the integrated software. 
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6 Operational variables 

On performing PDA measurements there are three classes of variables that influence the results 
in different ways: laser power, signal amplification and validatien settings. Each of them has to be 
investigated in order to be able to interpret the obtained results. 

There is not one single correct parameter set. For flows with different characteristics (like droplet 
density) the parameter set has to be reevaluated. Even in a single experiment the settings are never 
optimal for measuring both smalland large droplets accurately. 

6.1 software validation settings [SIZ] 

Even though the software is last in the measuring chain it is easiest to discuss the validatien 
settings first. Among the validatien settings are: validatien level, phase loop error and spherical 
deviation. These variables control the balance between validated data rate and the accuracy of the 
validated data. 

Validatien level is the intensity level - calculated from an adjustable signal to noise ratio - above 
which a burst of the trigger signal will be accepted. Usually the trigger signal is the electronic signal ' 
originating from detector 1. The criteria for acceptation of a burst is shown in figure 19. 

level 2 ---,f---------r--

level 1 ___",.__-+----------+____;:.....::---

gate 

Fig.19: acceptance levels tor a burst envelope 

When the signal rises above level 2 the detection gate opens; this means that the burst is being 
sampled by the processor. lf the signal rises above level 3 befere the gate closes the burst is 
accepted. In between bursts the level has to sink below level 1. By increasing the validatien level , the 
distance between level 2 and 3 becomes larger. 

Phase loop error is the deviation of the sum of all measured phase differences between the 
detectors from 360 degrees. 

<p loop error = <p 12 + <p 13 + <p 32 (1 0) 

Spherical deviation is the difference in diameter between the two detector pair measurements (in 
percentage) as shown in figure 17. Small spherical deviations are created by the fact that the 
detector pairs look at slightly differentpartsof the droplet 

6.2 electronic amplification 

There are two variables concerning electronic amplification: the photomultiplier voltage and the 
gain factor. These variables mainly differ in the type of noise they introduce. 

Photomultiplier voltage controls the sensitivity of the coupling between the optical and the 
electronic part of the maasurement system. lf the voltage is too low, a lot of optica! bursts will create 
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an avalanche in the photomultiplier, which is too week tor the burst to be detected. But if the voltage 
is too high, shot noise becomes a notabie contribution to the burst signal. Moreover, a high 
photomultiplier voltage will cause the electronic burst to clip. As a guideline the photomultiplier 
voltage should be set in such a way that only the very largest bursts clip (this is almost inevitable 
since there is a very large ditterenee in burst intensities). 

The gain factor sets the degree of electronic amplification in the signal processor. Using a low 
gain factor will disregard weak burst signals, while a high gain factor will increase the electronic noise 
in the signal. 

6.3 laser power 

The laser power determines the intensity of the fringes. Intense fringes yield strong Doppier 
bursts. Moreover, since small droplets scatter the least light, the laser power determines the physical 
lower boundary to the measurable diameter range. lncreasing the laser power will result in a larger 
effective measurement area (see appendix 1.1.1 ), increasing the data rate, but also the possibility of 
multiple detection (more than one droplet in the measurement volume). 
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7 lmprovements to setup design 

Most of the distance the laser beams traverse through the vessel , they are shielded off trom the 
surroundings by two purges in order to proteet them trom excessive interterenee by droplets. Figure 
20a shows a cross-section of a purge - equal tor both purges - mounted on the pressure tight 
housing in which a mirror and the PDA probe in enclosed. In tigure 20b the two purges can be seen 
at an angle of 60° (120° scattering). 

location of 
maasurement volume 

I 
vessel canter-llne 

Fig.20a: purge mounted on probe housing Fig.20b: purge contiguration seen trom burner 

Two purge designs already existed (before this work started) : the swirl model and the straight 
model see (figure 21 ). Because the straight model did not succeed in repelling all the oil , the swirl 
model was made. lndeed, the swirl model did produce a more powertul purge jet along the edges of 
its nozzle, but in the center of the swirl surrounding (oil-containing) gas was being sucked in. 

The slant model was designed is such a way that it resembles a large chamber with a smal! hole 
rather than the barrel/nozzle-type of construction. In the chamber the purge gas looses its 
momentum. This makes the use of a diffuser as used in the straight model obsolete. However, the 
biggest ditterenee with the other models is the hole which is on a slant side of the chamber. This has 
the major advantage that the purge jet will be directed a little bit behind the maasurement volume, so 
that it is less intrusive. 

Visualization of the slant purges in operatien revealed that a film of oil was formed in front of the 
slant side with the hole. This sheet caused frequent blocking of the laser beams. To prevent the oil 
film trom reaching the hole, a double knife edge was placed in front of the hole to cut the film away to 
the sides. 

From this last modification not only the PDA measurements improved, but also the visualization 
inside the vessel , since the same modification was done tor the camera purge (see tigure 22) . 
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(trom left to right: the swirl model, the straight model and the slant model) 

Fig.21 : three purge designs 

Fig.22: camera purge 
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8 Measurements 

Partiele size distribution measurements are performed tor tour different burner models; all of 
which are co-annular. For each model the distribution was measured at tour distances trom the 
burner exit. Each result is then fitted with a size distribution. Finally an error analysis of the fit is 
made. Because these experiments are performed at ambient temperatures, silicon oil is used instead 
of residual oil. The viscosity of the silicon oil is chosen to be the same as the viscosity of residual oil 
at 200 degrees Centigrade. 

8.1 burner models 

Measurements are performed on tour burner models. Model 1 is the 'standard' case. Model 2 and 
4 have the same increased oil throughput area compared to model 1, but tor model 2 this is done by 
widening the oil slit, while tor model 4 this is done by adding an extra oil slit; therefore model 4 is 
referred to as the double slit model. Model 3 is a single slit model with an even lar~er oil throughput 
area. In tigure 23 a schematic of a single slit burner model is shown. The (relative ) slit widths of all 
models are given in table 3. 

model oil slit width gas slit width 
1 X1 2* Y1 
2 X2 2* Y1 

3 X3 2* Y3 

4 2* Y2·X2 2* Y2·Y1 + 1* Y1 

Fig.23: schematic co-annular burner model Table 3: properties of the tour burner moeiels 

8.2 maasurement locations 

Experience taught that data rates at distances beyond 50 cm rapidly decrease and therefore take 
a lot more time to obtain enough data tor a statistically sound measurement. On approaching the 
model the validation percentage first goes up, but then down again when the measurement volume is 
brought very close (7.5 cm) to the burner. Therefore measurements are performed at intermediate 
distances. The distances at which the diameter distributions are measured, are indicated in tigure 24. 
The locations will be referred to as indicated by the letters in the figure. 

3 The absolute values are nol available in this (non-confidential) version. 
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Fig.24: measurement /ocations in atomization vesse/ 

8.3 data fitting 

In order to convert the measured distribution into an analytica! curve, a distribution tunetion is 
fitted to the data. The widely used Rosin-Rammler4 distribution tunetion is used to fit the data. 

The eumulative distribution funetion5 is given by 

PRR(x) = 1-exp[-(tt]. (11) 

By differentiation the following distribution function
6 

is obtained 

PRR(x) = f·(ft- 1 ·exp[-(tf] (12) 
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Fig.25: example of a Rosin-Rammier distribution and cumulative tunetion 

In order to make distribution 12 eapable of fitting the data three adjustments have to be made. 
First, noise will be represented by a constant , beeause distribution 12 levels off to zero. Seeond, a 
scale parameter has to be added si nee the distribution is normalized to 1, while the area under the 
measured distribution equals the measured amount of droplets. In principle the resulting tunetion 
should be able to fit the data. However, the shape of the obtained distributions tends to deviate 
slightly trom the Rosin-Rammier distribution. Therefore a seeond Rosin-Rammier distribution is 
added to the fitting tunetion in order to gain extra fitting parameters. This results in the following fit 
tunetion 

ffir(x) = A·(:,t-1 ·exp[ -(:,t J + B·(:J12

-

1 ·exp[ -(:J1 2 J + C. (13) 

4 The Rosin-Rammier distribution is equal to the Weibuil distribution. To convert equations e1 and e2 to the Weibuil equations take 

Àwa= 1~RR · 
5 In mathematica! terms this is the dis tribution function. 

6 In mathematica! terms this is the density distribution function. 
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The quality of the fit is determined by the sum of squares, which is defined by 
N 2 

L(f(x;)- Y;) 
x 2 = ...:.,:i=:..!.1 ____ _ 

N-n 
{14) 

Here f{x1) is the tunetion value tor data point i and Y1 measured value tor data point i. Furthermore, n 
is the number of parameters (n=7), so that N-n represents the degree of freedom. 

For measurements with little validated droplets, it is hard to assure by visual inspeetion of the fit 
result, if the calculated fit actually represents the data well. This visual inspeetion is necessary 
because- depending on the parameter initialization - the fitting process can lead to a /oca/ minimum 
of the sum of squares. lf this is the case, several diameter bins are taken as one in order to reduce 
fluctuations. When cernparing the quality of the fits, care has to be taken, because the sum of 
squares as defined in equation 14 does correct tor the decreasing number of data points in the 
distribution graph, but not tor the increasing values tor the number of droplets per bin. lf two 
(adjacent) bins are merged, on the average the number of droplets in the new (double) bin will be 
doubled. In this way- apart trom the averaging effect - also the fluctuations are doubled. Because of 
the quadratic dependenee of x2 on these fluctuations, a correction factor 1/4 has to be added to the 
newly obtained value of t. Likewise, tor triple bins this factor is 1/9, etc. 

Furthermore we need to compensate tor the different number of measured droplets in each 
distribution, because the distributions are not normalized when they are fitted. Correcting the sum of 
squared tor both the number of merged bins and the number of droplets in the distribution, we can 
define the universa/ sum of squares: 

2 1 1 2 
Xuniversal = -;;;r ·Al· X obtained ' (15) 

where m represents the number of merged bins, A the number of droplets in the distribution and 

X~btained the value tor the sum of squares as it was obtained trom the fitting procedure. The universa! 

sum of squares can now be used to cernpare the quality of different fits. 
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9 Results 

A typical droplet distribution measurement result is shown in tigure 26. Two deviations trom a 
'standard' (Rosin-Rammler) distribution are apparent: the distribution shows a second peak around 
300 Jlm and towards the high end of the diameter range the distribution does not level off to zero. 
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Fig.26: typical raw diameter distribution 

The origin of both deviations can be seen in the 'diagnostics' plot (figure 27) - a tooi supplied with 
the (Dantec) PDA software. In this plot the last step of the validatien process - the spherical 
validatien - is visualized. Along the horizontal axis the phase ditterenee between detectors 1 and 3 is 
plotted and along the vertical axis the phase ditterenee between detectors 1 and 2. The diagnostics 
plot shows the pairs of phase ditterences measured by the two detector pairs. The plot is equal to 
tigure 17, apart trom the horizontal axis. The slopes represent the theoretica! matches between the 
two phase ditterences tor spherical droplets. Around these slopes an acceptance band is drawn, its 
width can be varied by the 'spherical deviation' parameter (see paragraph 6.1). All measured pairs of 
phase ditterences which fall inside these bands are accepted as quasi-spherical droplets. In tigure 27 
we can see that in a typical oil atomization experiment about one in three obtained pairs yields a 
spherically validated data point. 
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Fig.27: diagnostics plot tor a typical oil experiment 

In tigure 27 we can clearly see lots of 'erroneous' pairs of phase differences. There are three 
causes tor such a pair to occur: 
• the droplet is not spherical, so that the detector pairs measure a ditterenee in local curvature 

because the detectors each look at a slightly different area of the droplet and the droplet may 
change shape in the time between reflecting the same fringe onto the detectors 2 and 3, 

• the detector pairs each look at a different droplet - the so-called multiple detection, 
• the electronic equipment accepts noise pulses as a (validated) burst. 

Measurements with a fine water spray under ambient conditions result in a high density of data 
points along the lowest acceptance band as expected, but also a uniform noise. From this we 
conclude that uniform noise is inevitable with the current set of PDA parameters. This uniform noise 
causes the 'offset' of the distributions. 

In tigure 27 we see that there is not only a homogeneaus background, but also a high density area 
originating in the origin and decaying outwards in a radial manner. Note that the vertical axis cycles 
through 360°, so that both high density areaslink together. This high density area extends into the top 
of the first band and the bottorn of the second band before decaying into the background. These 
contributions to the spherically validated data points result in the second peak of the distributions 
around 300 J.lm. 

To avoid the influence of the second peak on the fit of the distributions, only the diameter bins 
ranging trom 0 to 200 11m are taken into account. 

We shall now have a look at an example of the merging of bins. In tigure 28a to 28c, three 
distributions are given of which in tigure 28b two bins of tigure 28a are merged and in tigure 28c 
three bins of tigure 28a are merged. 
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Fig.28a: single diameter bins 
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Fig.28c: three merged diameter bins 
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Fig.28b: two merged diameter bins 
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Fig.28d: comparison of fits tor different amount of bins 
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Table 4: effect of mergmg of bms on umversa/ sum of squares 

In table 4 the values of x2
unlversal are given for curve-fits of plots with up to five merged diameter 

bins. The decreasing value of x2 
unlversal reflects the improving quality of the fit due to the averaging 

effect of the merging of the bins. The fits shown in tigure 28d normalized and appear to differ only 
marginally. We conclude that merging of bins does not harm the shape of the distribution. Merging 
will only be used to an extend at which it is possible to visually inspeet the fit result with the plotted 
data points. 

In the figures 29a to 29d the measured distributions for all tour burners are presented. In each plot 
tour distributions are drawn. These represent the diameter distributions at tour distances trom the 
burner model exit . The distributions are sealed to have the same maximum. This way of sealing is 
the most convenient. Because the represented number of dropiets and volume depend heavily on the 
behavior of the distribution near the maximum and in the tail respectively, sealing to equal number of 
dropiets or equal volume would make the distributions very hard to compare. 

Each distribution distributions was fitted using the diameter bins ranging tor zero to 200 J.lm . The 
plots only show the distribution up to 150 J.lm to improve resolution in the lower diameter range. 
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Fig.29a: diameter distributions tor mode/1 (flow set 1) 
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Fig.29b: diameter distributions tor model 2 (flow set 2) 
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Fig.29c: diameter distributions for mode/3 (flow set 3) 
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Fig.29d: diameter distributions tor mode/4 (flow set 2) 
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The flow sets are equal tor all curves within the same plot. A flow set consists of an constant 
value tor the average initial oil and gas velocitl . 

flow set 1 flow set 2 flow set 3 
average initia! gas velocity (m/s) fg ,1 fg,2 > fg,1 fg,3 > fg,2 
average initial oil velocity (m/s) fo 1 fo 2 > fo 1 fo3>fo2 

0 0 0 0 0 

Table 5: relatJVe JmtJal veloeitJes tor the different flow sets used 

The quality of the fits is again indicated by the universa! sum of squares presented in table 6. 
Experiment codes in yellow indicate that the corresponding curve fits the data well, but the results 
can be improved by better stalistics- resulting trom Jonger measuring time. The reasen that there 
are only litlle droplet measurements in the data set can have different reasens: 
• Gomparing of data obtained at different distances is done by picking data sets with cernparabie 

flows (tor oil and gas). Therefore semetimes a data set containing only little droplet 
measurements is chosen tor the comparisen, even if ether data sets containing a lot more droplet 
measurements are available. 

• Further away trom the bumer exit the data rate decreases, requiring Jonger measuring time. The 
total measurement time is restricted by the available amount of oi. 

• A high throughput bumer (model3) requires too much oil to perferm long measurements. 
The curves in tigure 29a to 29d corresponding to the yellow experiment codes are plotled as dashed 
lines. Judging by the calculated value of X~nlversaJ as wellas ether results -like the measured velocity 

distribution - maasurement 3A should be discarded. lt is plotled as a dotled line in tigure 29d tor the 
sake of completeness. The reasen of the bad result is probably the extremely high oil flux se close to 
the bumer exit. 

Experiment 1A 1C 2A 28 2C 
A 10761 2593 13663 2490 12041 12257 19372 1924 
m 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 3 

2 
X obtained 

58.1 34.3 86.2 35.7 56.3 56.3 155 21 .8 

2 
Xuniversal 

5E-7 6E-7 5E-7 1E-6 4E-7 4E-7 4E-7 7E-7 

experiment 3A 4A 48 4C 
A 146 2304 3523 761 14696 9311 10359 2950 
m 5 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 

2 
Xobtained 

3.64 45.0 19.7 16.4 70.2 42.1 62.5 28.8 

2 
X universol 

7E-6 9E-7 2E-6 3E-6 3E-7 5E-7 6E-7 8E-7 

Table 6: umversa/ sum of squares values 

All models show an overall increasing modal (most occurring) diameter on moving away form the 
burner. Calculations show that the same applies to the mean diameter. Taking model 2 as an 
example we see a shift of the modal diameter trom 5 11m to 20 11m on going trom 7.5 cm to 50 cm 
away trom the burner. This means that 64 dropJets of modal diameter at 7.5 cm are needed to build 
up one at 50 cm. More details are given in table 7. 

Distance trom burner (cm) 7.5 15 25 50 
modal diameter (IJ.m) 5 9 14 20 
according volume (IJ.m3) 65 382 1437 4189 
number of dropJets reprasenting the 64 11 3 1 
samevolume 
volume multiplication factor 6 4 3 

0 0 

Table 7: denvatJon of volume multJp!JcatJOn factors tor mode/2 

7 The absolute values are omitted due to confidentiality. 
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We would now like to cernpare the different burners. A distance of 15 cm trom the burner exit is 
the most suitable tor cernparing the measured PSDs. Figure 30 shows these distributions. 

1 
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Fig.30: distributions measured at 15 centimeters trom the exit tor different burners 

We take model 1 as the base case with which we want to cernpare the ethers. The two most 
important models to cernpare with are model 2 and model 4, because they represent a different 
means of scale-up of model 1 - broader slit versus double slit - while having the same throughput 
area. Unfortunately, the distributions for model 2 and 4 as presented in tigure 29b and 29d do not 
have the same flow set as these for model 1. Therefore additional experiments are performed to 
obtain a distribution tor model 4 using the same flow set as the one used with model 1. Figure 30 
shows that the two distributions obtained with model 4 tor the two different flow sets hardly deviate 
trom one another. lf we assume that the same thing applies for model 2, than we can conetude trom 
the goed match between the distributions for model 2 and model 4, that the ditterenee in sca/e-up 
method does not yield a significant ditterenee in produced diameter distribution. However, the larger 
burners show a significant ditterenee relative to model 1, especially in the tail of the distribution. In 
order to draw definite conclusions about this difference, more reliable measurements tor model 1 are 
needed and preferably using the same flow set as the one used tor model 2 and 4. The distribution 
measured tor model 3 is included for the sake of completeness and wilt not be discussed further. 

To further investigate the influence of the used flow set, we shall have a look at the measured 
droplet velocities. Figure 31 shows the average droplet veloeities at tour distances trom the model 
exit tor all models used. The bars in this tigure represent the calculated standard deviation. 
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Fig.31 : average droplet velocity profiles tor different burners 

Observing models 1, 2 and 4, we see that - again irrespective of the used flow set - the velocity 
profiles show a remarkable ditterenee between the single slit models (1 and 2) and the double slit 
model (4) . The veloeities measured tor model 3 are again included tor the sake of completeness. We 
should state here that velocity measurements are much more reliable than diameter measurements. 
So these profiles show that the axial velocity of the dropiets declines much more vigorous tor a single 
slit model than tor a double slit model. 

In order to say more about this breakdown of the droplet velocity, we need to make an estimation 
tor the local gas velocity. Therefore an estimation is made tor the relaxation length of the droplet 
velocity. This estimation, which can be found in appendix 1.2, reveals that dropiets under 
consideration will adapt their velocity to that of the surrounding gas within 7.5 cm trom the model 
exit. Hence, the average axial droplet velocity represents also the local axial gas velocity. 
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10 Droplet interaction 

There are many ways in which droptets can interact with one another. In this chapter we shall start 
off with a general model. Simultaneous, important properties of the atomization process under 
consideration wiJl be estimated with the aim to narrow the interactions in the model down to those 
which account for the most important contributions. 

In general the changes in the PSD in time can be evaluated by calculating the partial time 
derivative of mass dependent partiele number density, provided that 

1. the mass density of the material is constanf . 
The number density is given by 

an(m,t) ) ( ) 
dt = R(m,t - D m,t . (16) 

Here R and D are the replenishment and depletion rates respectively. 
We wiJl first limit the model by stating that 
2. the particles exert no torces on each other except when they collide, 
3. no evaporation and nucleation wil/ occur. 

Statement 2 expresses the assumption of uncharged particles and the negligibility of the gravitational 
force. The latter is calculated in appendix 1.3 . Statement 3 is satisfied, because we wiJl conduct our 
experiments in a cold environment (around 0° C) . When studying collisions we wiJl further use the 
following assumptions: 

3. the particles are spherical and 
4. the particles are distributed uniformly is the radial direction. 

The rate of formation can now be defined as the number of particles which are formed in 
collisions per unit of time. Particles are created by coalescence of two smaller particles or by breakup 
of a larger particle. Thus the replenishment rate can bedescribed by [COA] 

m 

R = J P(m-m',m')·b(m-m' ,m')·n(m-m',t)·n(m' ,t)·dm' + 
0 

"" 
(17) 

+ J p(m,m')·v(m')·g(m')·n(m',t)·dm' 
m 

Likewise, particles are destroyed by collisions with other particles or by breakup. So the depletion 
rate is given by 

"" 

D = n(m,t) · J P(m,m')·b(m,m')·n(m',t) ·dm' + g(m) ·n(m,t) 
0 

with 
P(m1om2}: probability that two colliding particles of mass m, and m2 wiJl coalesce [kg-\ 
b(m1,m2} : collision coefficient for particles of mass m, and m2 [m

3s·\ 
g(m} : breakup frequency for particles of mass m [s·\ 

(18) 

p(m1,m2}: probability that a partiele of mass m1 is formed by the breakup of a partiele of mass m2 

[kg"\ 
v(m} : number of particles formed by breakup of a partiele of mass m [1]. 

In order to determine the relevanee of the different mechanisms contribution to the droplet 
interaction, some estimations wiJl be made for the susceptibility of droptets to breakup and 
coalescence in the region close to the burner exit. For this purpose results of measurements at 7.5 
cm from the exit wiJl be used. 

8 This may not hold true tor strongly evaporating heterogeneous media. 
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10.1 Breakup [FRA] 

In droplet breakup two regimes are distinguished: 
1. acce/eration induced breakup: breakup by drag force, 
2. turbulence induced breakup: breakup by turbulent shear force. 
The hydrodynamic stability criterion is expressed in terms of the dimensionless Weber number, 
defined by 

shear force 
We---------

- surface tension force · 
For acceleration induced breakup this shear force is present in the form of the drag force created by 
the slip velocity between the droplet and the surrounding gas. The Weber number has some critica! 
value above which the droplet tends to break. Equalizing the drag force and the surface tension force 
on one hand and using the Kelvin-Helmholtz stability analysis on the other, yields respectively an 
upper and a lower limit for this acceleration induced critica! Weber number: 

5 < Weeritace < 20 . 
In a turbulent flow however, droplets experience the turbulent shear force. Using the Kolmogoroff 

hypothesis for isotropie turbulent structures to calculate the turbulent velocity, we obtain: 

2e~p 
We =dx . 8 (19) crit tur ent cr d 

where dcrlt is the critica! diameter, e the energy dissipation rate, p9 the density of the gas and ad the 
surface tension of the droplet Reviewing literature sourees [FRA], an often found value for the 
turbulence induced critica! Weber number is: 

Wecrit,tur = 1.17 . 
Using this value in equation 19 provides a means to estimate the critica! diameter in the turbulent 
flow: 

_ ( 1.17 · cr d )x d . - 2/ 
ent 2 ·e73 pg 

(20) 

Because of the expansion of the nitrogen gas, the vessel temperature is between 5 and 1 0 °C. At 
these temperatures the density of the gas (at a pressure of 15 bar) equals 19 kg/m3

. The surface 
tension of the silicon oil is 0.02 N/m. The energy dissipation rate is estimated to be 2·1 05 m2/s3

. This 
yields a critica! diameter of 

ldcrit = 23 ~1-
Testing equation 20 for its sensitivity to changes in e, yields a critica! diameter band trom 16 to 40 
Jlm, on varying e by a factor 2. 

The breakup time can be estimated by the period of oscillation of a turbulent eddy. Using the 
Kolmogoroff expression for the turbulent velocity fluctuation and equation 68 trom appendix 1.4, we 
obtain 

l ~d!, 
.1't breakup :::::: 7 :::::: e . 

Using the results obtained before, this leads to an order of magnitude for the breakup time of 

.1'tbreakup = o(w-5) s . 

(21) 

From this result we can conclude that (turbulent) breakup is a droplet interaction mechanism not 
to be neglected. However, the tact that droplets larger than 40 Jlm exist in large numbers, even 
though a droplet covers only several millimeters in the calculated breakup time, shows that the 
breakup is probably not such a harsh process as presented above. 
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10.2 Coalescence [FRA] 

Related to the flow field, three different contributions to the coalescence are distinguished: 
1. oscillatory coa/escence: induced by turbulent pulsation of the flow field, 
2. speetral coalescence: caused by inevitable ditterences in relative velocity between particles 

because of the diameter dependent slip velocities, 
3. non oscillatory coalescence: resulting from a non uniform flow f ield (due to boundaries). 

Because we are considering a tree jet , we will nottake non oscillatory coalescence into account. 

Oscillatory coalescence is relevant for dropJets capable of following the turbulent motion. 
Therefore an estimation is needed for the droplet size related to the turbulent length scales. The size 
of the smallest turbulent length scale, the Kolmogoroff length scale, is defined by 

(
v

3 )Y. 
[K = -

E 
(22) 

where v represents the kinematic viscosity of the continuum. For nitrogen at 15 bar and close to 0 °C, 
this equals 9-10'7 m2/s (= 0.9 eSt) . This yields a Kolmogoroff length scale in the order of 1 J..l.m . Using 
equation 69 of appendix 1.4 to estimate the size of the largest turbulent length scale, we obtain a 
value in the order of 2 cm . Gomparing these results with the mean droplet diameter (calculated in 
appendix 1.3) results in 

ZK < dm << l 
which leads to the conclusion that the dropJets are capable of following the turbulent motion. 

An overall requirement for coalescence is that enough time is available for the dropJets to 
coagulate. For the available time, 'tc01 , will be taken as dm·U. The time necessary to complete the 
coalescence, 'tcoa1, is estimated by the period of oscillation of a droplet This leads to the following 
relation9 

Ó't col = O.S. (J d 1 
Ó't coal d·(3 ·pd +2 ·pg) . u'. 

(23} 

where u' represents the turbulent velocity fluctuation presented in appendix 1.4. Substituting dm for 
the droplet diameter makes the right-hand side of equation 23 almost equal to unity, expressing that 
the time necessary for coalescence is of the same order of magnitude as the available time. 
Therefore we can expect coalescence to occur. 

10.3 Brownian motion 

Apart trom the flow field , Brownian motion leads to collisions in the low end of the a diameter 
scale. Brownian motion is a significant contribution to the coalescence process, if the thermal energy 
represents a substantial fraction of the kinetic energy. 

The thermal energy is given by E1 = t kT and is equal to 6·1 0'21 J. The kinetic energy is given 

by Ek = 1~ pdd 3u2 .We shall again use the properties calculated in appendix 1.3. The thermal 

energy is larger than the kinetic energy tor dropJets smaller than 0.2 J..l.m. For dropJets with diameters 
larger than dm , the thermal energy represents a fraction of less than 1% of the thermal energy. So in 
the diameter range trom the smallest measurable droplet (1 J..l.m) to the mean diameter, Brownian 
motion is a modest contribution to coalescence. 

9 The equation (255) in [FRA] is erroneous; it neeels to be rederived trom equations 78 and 80. 
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11 Simulation 

This chapter derives a set of equations to model the processes in the cloud of droplets produced 
by the atomizer. In this simuiatien an easy model tor the droplet interactions is incorporated. Because 
the measurements show that the PSD shifts to higher diameters in time (on moving away trom the 
model exit), a coalescence dominated approach was chosen (no droplet breakup) . In order to further 
simplify the model , the jet is regarded as spheres moving in one dimension (no turbulence) The 
coalescence model is based on the callision equation of the one dimensional kinetic gas theory. 
However, because it is only our aim to study the behavier of a coalescence dominated model in time, 
we have no need tor absolute droplet number densities, nor tor an absolute time-axis- meaning the 
value of the relative velocity of the draplets is irrelevant. 

11.1 set of equations 

First an expression will be derived relating the statistica! number of draplets that will collide to the 
droplet diameters and their occurrence in the distribution. This expression can be compared with the 
integrand of the equation 17. Then two sets of equations will be presented which use this expression 
to evaluate the mentioned equation by means of correlation integrals (in discretized form these 
become double sums). 

11.1.1 collision theory 

We shall incorporate a simple approach tor the coalescence mechanism: if two draplets collide 
they will always form one new droplet So the coalescence probability tor two colliding draplets 
equals 1. lf we consider one moving droplet through an otherwise motionless cloud, the cylinder-

shaped volume wiped clean by a partiele of diameter D equals 1tD2 
• v,e1 • So the callision frequency 

tor a cloud of monodisperse spheres is given by 

! col =n · (1Cb2)· vrel (24) 

Here n equals the number of draplets per unit volume, b is the impact parameter and Vrel 

represents the average value of the relative velocity distribution. The number collisions per unit of 
time per unit of volume is then calculated by 

ncol = n . ! col (25) 

lf we now consider collisions between two draplets of unequal diameter then the impact parameter 
is defined by 

Dl +D2 
b = ---=---=-

2 
Substituting equation 26 into 25 using 24, and leaving out irrelevant10 factors yields 

. (D1 +D2 )

2 

ncol ,1-2 oe n l • n2 . 2 

(26) 

(27) 

Here n1 and n2 represent the number of draplets of diameter 0 1 and 0 2 per unit volume 
respectively. 

10 lf we simulate relatively brief collis ion processas the velocity field is constant; hence v,e1 is omitted. This is alloWed because we 
observe only one collision mechanism so there is (for the moment) no need for a real time-scale to compare Collision times 
between collision mechanisms. The disadvantage of omitting the velocity is that the time-steps of the simulation become arbitrary. 
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11.1.2 si mulation based on a diameter distribution 

The simulation consists mainly of two parts: the calculation of the deplating and the replenishing 
distributions. This split-up is purely mathematica!. The depleting distribution are the dropiets which 
disappear trom bins in the original distribution as a result of a collision with another droplet The 
replenishing distribution yields the dropiets entering the new diameter distribution as a result of a 
collision by two dropiets trom the old diameter distribution. The resulting diameter distribution is then 
constructed by taking the original distribution, subtracting the deplating distribution and adding the 
replenishing distribution. 

the deplating distribution 

Given a diameter distribution f(x), the number of collisions per (arbitrary) unit of time is given by 
equation 27. Taking ~as a second (dummy) diameter variabie (see tigure 32) gives 

c'(x,Ç) · dx dl; = f(x) ·!(!;)-(x; Ç )'- dx · dÇ (28) 

So c'(x, ~·dX·d~ represents the number of dropiets in the diameter range trom x to X+dx that collide 
with dropiets of in the diameter range trom ~ to ~+d~, apart trom a factor which is constant tor every 
pair (x, ~· The prime indicates that these contributions are not yet scaled according to the criteria 
which will be introduced later on. 

~ ~'x diameter 

Fig.32: dummy variables tor correlation calculations 

The total number of dropiets in the diameter range trom x to X+dx that will collide in the time 
interval are evaluated by the collision correlation integral 

.., .., ( ç)2 
c'(x) = sLc'(x,Ç) dÇ = sL j(x)· J(Ç). x; dÇ (29) 

Now integrating over x will yield the total number of colliding dropiets in the given time interval. 
.., 

C= Jc'(x)dx (30) 
x=O 

Because the velocity was left out of the derivation tor equation 30, it is not possible to define a 
real time-axis. Therefore also the absolute value of C (in time) remains undetermined. Therefore the 
equation 29 has to be normalized and then scaled by a factor Q, which represents the 'controlled' 
number of dropiets that collide in one time-step. By defining a way in which the value of Q will 
change in time, we can influence the size of the time-steps. These time-steps will not be equal, but 
adapting a feasible course tor Q, will help to make the time-steps more equal in size. This means that 
the time-axis will become more linear; resulting in a more intuitive development of the droplet 
distribution. Here we shall adapt a constant collision rate per time-step. For the number of dropiets in 
the distribution this results in an exponential decay. To simulate a constant collision rate, Q is defined 
as a fixed percentage of the amount of dropiets in the diameter distribution at the beginning of the 
time-step and is recalculated at the beginning of each new time-step. So the scaled depleting 
distribution is given by 
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lc(x)=%·c'(x)l (31) 
For the following we also require the total volume of the colliding droplets. The volume is 

distributed11 according to 

Vc (x)=c(x) · ~x3 (32) 
So the total volume is given by 

vc =I vc(x) ctx (33) 

the replenishing distribution 

The most straightforward way to study coalescence would be to consider two colliding droplets 
and immediately calculate what the diameter of the resulting droplet will be. Apart trom being a 
tedious task when a lot of droplets are involved, this approach would not be very useful since this 
simuiatien utilizes a more or less continuous distribution tunetion rather than a discrete number of 
droplets. 

This method sees the coalescence process trom the opposite direction: if we want to form a 
droplet of a given diameter, then what is the contribution of collisions between droplets of a certain 
(smaller) diameter and their complementary partners (in order to yield the correct sum volume)? In 
principle these contributions are given by equation 28, but something more can be said about the 
variables. lf we want to produce a droplet of diameter x, starting with a droplet of diameter ~ (where ~ 
< x), then we need a complementary droplet of diameter Ç so that 

s3+Ç3=x3 <=> s=~x3 -s3 (34) 

Using equation 34 we can modify equation 28 to directly yield the contributions to the formed 
distribution 

g'(x.s) ·dx·ds = c'(s.Ç) ·ds ·dÇ = c'(s.Vx3 -s3 )·ctx·ds (35) 

So g'(x, Ç}·dX·d~ is the not normalized number of droplets in the diameter range trom ~ to ~+d~ 
which will collide to form droplets in the diameter range trom x to X+dx. lntegration over ~ gives us 
the total (not normalized) number of droplets in the diameter range trom x to X+dx which will be 
formed by droplets smaller than x. 

x 

g'(x) = I g'(x. s) cts (36) 
1;=0 

In principle this replenishing correlation integral is the same as the one tor the depleting 
distribution. This is possible since we do not have to worry about the number of generated droplets 
being half the number of colliding droplets as long as we make sure that the two distributions 
represent the same volume. The volume is again distributed like in equation 32 

vg.(x) = g'(x) ·t x3 (37) 

And the total volume is 

V
8

• =I V
8
.(x) ctx (38) 

Volumetrie equality between the depleting and replenishing distributions - total volume of colliding 
dropletsmust be equal to the total volume of formed droplets- demands V9· = Vc; this is the sealing 
criterion for equation 36. So the scaled replenishing distribution is given by 

g(x) = ~. g'(x) 
vg. 

(39) 

11 Do notconfuse this distribution with the volume distribution used in paragraph 11 .1.3: equation 32 represents the total volume in a 
certain diameter class . The diameter dis tribution of paragraph 11 .1.3 shows how many dropiets tilere are with a certain volume. 
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(40) 

The simulation consists of a series of spreadsheets which calculate r(x) every time it receives a 
new f(x). The control variabie tor the iterative processis the collision rate Q. Because of this iterative 
character of the simulation the output of one time-step has to be in the same format as the input. 
This creates the necessity tor fixed bin widths in the diameter classes range. In turn, this introduces 
an inaccuracy in the resulting distribution, because the dependency of the diameter of the resulting 
droplet on the diameters of the two colliding droplets is non-linear. 

11.1.3 simulation baseet on a volume distribution 

A linear relation doesexist between the volume of the two colliding droplets and the volume of the 
resulting one. This means that two droplets taken trom the middle of two arbitrary volume bins will 
always form a droplet with a volume that falls exactly in the middle of a third bin, so that the accuracy 
is solely determined by the width of the volume bins. 

In order to be able to make the transition trom a diameter to a volume distribution we have to 
make small alterations to the set of equations as they are presenteel in paragraph 11.1.2. 

Below the equation set 28 to 40 is given again, but this time tor a volume distribution f(u) . Taking 

ro as the dummy volume variabie and noting that the diameter of such a droplet equals 1fûJ, 
equations 28 to 33 become 

c'(u,ro)·du·dro = f(u) · f(ro) { ~: 1fffi)'-du·dro (41) 

00 

c'(u) = I c'(u,m) dm (42) 
(1)=0 

00 

C = I c'( u) du (43) 
u=O 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

Thus far the set of equation has remained much the same; actually it has become slightly more 
complex. The calculation benefits of this approach are to be found in the equations tor the generateel 
distribution, best indicated by the change of equation 34 into equation 47. 

m+m=u <::::} m=u-m (47) 
Here m is the second dummy volume variabie representing the complementary volume needeel to 

collide with ro to yield the volume u. The equations 35 to 40 now change into 

g'(u,ro) = c'(m,m) = c'(ro,u-m) (48) 

\) 

g'(u)= I g'(u,m)dro (49) 
(l)=Û 
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(50) 

(51) 

g(u) = ~c • g'(u) 
g' 

(52) 

jr( u) = f (u) - c( u) + g( u) I (53) 

Apart trom a higher accuracy this set of equations results in a greatly improved calculation time 
per time-step. However, there is also a considerable downside to be noted here. lf we are interested 
in a diameter distribution and convert this into a volume distribution, the number of bins will increase 
with the third power in case we wish to maintain the same accuracy with respect to the diameter bins 
throughout the entire diameter range. Figure 33a and 33b are added to illustrate the ditterenee 
between the two representations of the same distribution. 
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Fig.33a: diameter distribution 

volume 
Fig.33b: volume distribution 

Both figures represent the same distribution. Fi~ure 33a consists of 200 diameter bins, each 1 IJ.m 
wide. In order to maintain the same accuracy (1 !lm3/bin), the volume-axis of tigure 33b should 
consist of 8 million (=2003

) volume bins. 

11.2 results 

Several simulations were run to test the behavior of both sets of equations. All results are 
feasible. In order to compare results tor the diameter based equation set and the volume based 
equation set, a block-function distribution in the low diameter region was used. The results proved to 
be comparable. 

Here we will only present results tor a typical Rosin-Rammier input distribution. The input 
distributions is normalized to a value of 1 000; this means that the input distribut ion represents 1 000 
droplets. In this simulation the collision rate was fixed at 1% of the number of dropletsstill remaining 
in the distribution. This results in an exponential decay of the number of droplets in the distribution. 

Figure 34a shows the droplet distribution at the beginning of the time-step, f, the depleting 
distribution, c , the replenishing distribution, g, and the resulting distribution, t, all belonging to one 
iterative step. (note that c and gare drawn tor the secondary number-axis) . 
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Fig.34a: distributions tor one iterative step Fig.34b: distributions after every ten time-steps 

Figure 34b shows the resulting distributions after every ten time-steps. We see that the number of 
droplets in the distribution is steadily declining. Calculations show that the mean diameter increases 
with each time-step, which is expected for a coalescence model. 

Furthermore, we see that the modal value is steadily declining. This effect can be understood by 
observing tigure 34a. We see that the modal value of the depleting distribution lies at a higher 
diameter than the modal value of the initia! droplet distribution. In the diameter range form zero to 
the modal value of the depleting distribution, c lies above g. This means that diameter classes 
smaller than the modal value will deplete slower than diameter classes between the modal values of 
f and c. This ditterenee causes the modal value of the droplet distribution to shift toward a smaller 
diameter. 

This result does not comply with the observations presented in chapter 9. This is most probably 
the result of the choice for such a simple droplet interaction model. Two additions are most likely to 
improve the model: 
• turbulent coalescence provides a means to enhance coalescence of droplets, especially in the low 

diameter range and 
• breakup prevents mass from hurdling towards the high end of the diameter range, filling up the 

void to the right of the modal value of the distribution. 
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12 Conclusions 

• With the aid of the newly developed purges, it is possible to measure the PSD as close as 7.5 cm 
away trom the burner model exit. Furthermore, the camera purge allows visualization of the 
droplet flow. 

• All models yield PSDs of which both the mean and modal value gradually shift towards higher 
diameters. This proves that the interactions in the droplet cloud beyend 7.5 cm trom the burner 
exit are not breakup dominated. 

• Gomparing single and double slit burners with equal oil throughput areas, no significant 
ditterences in the produced PSDs at the different maasurement locations are observed. 

• For cernparabie flow settings, the double slit model produces a jet of which the droplets move 
tasteralong the center-line, than in the jet produced by a cernparabie single slit model. 

• Estimations reveal that the gas velocity is cernparabie to the (measured) droplet velocity at all 
maasurement locations. 

• Estimations indicate that breakup and coalescence are both significant contributions to the 
droplet interactions. 

• Numerical simuiatien of droplet interactions, using solely a coalescence model based on kinetic 
gas theory, leads to an in time decreasing modal diameter of the PSD, which is the opposite of 
the measured trend. 
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13 Residual oil gasification 

This chapter will lay out the different 'levels' of gasification. First of all, the word gasification is 
used to describe the conversion process taking place in a gasifier. In the reactor, we distinguish two 
zones: cambustion dominated and gasification dominated. This will be discussed in paragraph 13.1. 
The processes taking place in the gasification dominated zone are split up into the physical pyrolysis 
process and the chemica! gasification reactions. This is the subject of paragraph 13.2. 

13.1 Cambustion and gasification 

Knowledge of the reactivity of the feedstock for a gasification burner is essential to answer the 
question how big the produced droplets should be. lf a burner would produce droplets so small that 
the entire feed is virtually immediately converted, then the burner would probably melt due to the 
enormous thermal load. lf, on the other hand, a burner produces droplets too big to be converted 
before the droplet reaches the bottorn of the reactor, the vessel will quickly fill up with oil. The ideal 
droplet size depends on the reactivity of the oil residue. 

As we have seen insection I, near the burner exit small dropletsare produced which grow (on the 
average) by coalescence as they move away trom the burner. Of course, here no evaporation and 
conversion was taken into account. 

At the burner exit the oil is atomized by pure oxygen. Due to conversion, on moving away trom 
the burner the C02 concentration will increase at the expense of the 02 concentration. This creates 
two zones: one close to the burner, where small droplets are combusted, and another one further 
away trom the burner where the larger droplets that made it through the cambustion dominated zone 
are gasified. 

Therefore the study of the reactivity is split up in two. The shock tube will be used to investigate 
the cambustion reactivity of very small (in the order of 1 J..lm or smaller) residual oil droplets. At the 
time of publication of this report, the experimental setup is still under construction. However, 
preliminary experiments proved that droplets of residual oil, small enough to perform shock tube 
experiments on, can be generated using a modified commercial atomizer. 

The grid reactor is used to study the gasification reactivity of the particles in the gasification 
dominated zone. However, the residual oil trom the feedstock is not representative tor the particles 
found in this zone. In order to study this material, a special gasifier setup was built at SRTCA, in 
which the particles in the gasification dominated zone are quenched. In practice this means that this 
gasifier produces a high amount of soot. This soot - further on referred to as residual soot - is used 
in the grid reactor to represent particles in the gasification dominated zone. The obtained soot 
samples were lightly palletized. 

13.2 Pyrolysis and gasification [PUL] 

The reactions which organic fuels display upon heating in a C02 (or H20-vapor) atmosphere are 
based on two principles: pyrolysis and gasification. For the residual soot no literature on gasification 
experiments is available. Therefore the pyrolysis and gasification behavior of coa/ [PUL] will be 
discussed below in order to create a reference frame tor the results. 

Pyrolysis is the name tor the combined effects of devolatisation and thermal cracking of the fuel. 
Upon heating volatiles will be formed. The remains, consisting of fixed carbon and mineral matter, 
are generally referred to as char. For coal pyrolysis takes place in two phases: 

In the first phase, the primary pyrolysis, depolymerisation of the so-called metaplast takes place. 
Due to rupturing of weaker bridges in the macromolecule, small fragments - light oils and tars - are 
formed. Also, functional groups decompose to form gases like C02, CH4 and H20. 
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During the secondary pyrolysis, which is much slower, repolymerisation (cross-linking) of the 
metaplast molecules takes place. This process creates new gas species like CO and nitrogen- and 
sulfur -compounds. 

Probably CO is not the ideal gas to monitor the pyrolysis rate. In the experiment we will monitor 
CO in order to distinguish between CO produced by pyrolysis and CO produced by gasification. 

From literature on coal gasification we can expect the following dependencies for gasification with 
C02. 
• lncreasing the temperature results in an increase of the gas yield; the tar yield is temperature 

independent (beyond 900 K). 
• lncreasing the pyrolysis holding time - the time the sample is heated in an inert atmosphere - will 

reduce the reactivity of the formed char due to progressive annealing. 
• lncreasing the heating rate results in increasing tar yields. Because volatiles escape more rapidly, 

the formed char will have a higher porosity and reactivity. 
• lncreasing the gas pressure results in a decreasing tar yield at the expense of light gases. 

Gasification is an oxygen lean reaction of the fuel. The reaction product is typically CO instead of 
C02 - as would be the case if the sample was to be combusted. Gasification with C02 gives the 
following (endothermic) reaction: 

C (sl + C02 -7 2 CO (~H = 159.7 kJ/mole) 
The energy needed for the reaction is normally supplied by partial cernbustion of the fuel. (In the 
experimental setup-in the absence of oxygen- the thermal energy will be produced by an electrical 
current.) 

For coal the rate of gasification is generally much slower than pyrolysis and is dependent on: 
• sample properties 
• pyrolysis conditions applied to convert the sample to char 
• gasification conditions: gas pressure and grid temperature 
In the experiments only the grid temperature will be varied. However, by changing the temperature of 
the grid during pyrolysis - to match the temperature during gasification - it is well possible that also 
the properties of the char are affected. 

The gasification process can be seen as a sequence of five steps: 
1. mass transport of C02 to the partiele surface, 
2. ditfusion of co2 into the pores of the particle, 
3. absorption of C02, chemica! reaction and desorption of CO, 
4. ditfusion of CO out of the pores of the particle, 
5. mass transport of CO away trom the particle. 
Depending on partial pressures, temperature, reactivity, porosity and pore sizes, any of these steps 
could be the limiting factor tor the gasification process. 
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14 Experimental setup 

A layout of the grid reactor is presented in fig. 1. lt is a stainless steel chamber designed to stand 
an internal pressure up to 20 bar. The grid, made of Pt , has electrical contacts through two legs with 
an external power supply. 

.-------.---gas inlet 

laser 
beam 

window for 
pyrometry 

Fig.35: grid reactor 

to 
detector 

..._ ___ current to grid 

sectionA-A 

The grid can be heated up to 2045 K (melting point of Pt at 1 bar) with a heating rate of 103 
- 104 

Kis. The heating is controlled by a programmabie power supply. The atmosphere can be changed by 
subsequently evacuating and refilling with the desired gas though the gas feeds. The pressure is 
measured with a Kistier piezo-resistive transducer. To monitor the temperature two quartz windows 
are installed. One of them is used tor optica! pyrometry; the other one by a photo-diode (with 
chopper) . The results trom the pyrometer are used to calibrate the photo-diode signal. 

The chemica! processas in the reactor are monitored by measuring the formation of reaction 
products. This is done by looking at the absorption of intrared (IR) radiation . An IR diode laser is used 
to send a laser beam through the cylindrical volume confined by the steel housing of the reactor and 
two ceramic CaF2 windows. On the far side of the volume the intensity is measured by an IR 
detector. By a sawtooth modulation of the current through the laser, the bandgap of the diode 
changes quickly. As a consequence the frequency of the radiation changes cycles through a pre-set 
range. This tuneable laser (Laser Photonics, model L5736) can make 20 scans per millisecond over a 
range of 2 cm-1 in a range of 1500 - 3000 cm-1• 

A digital scope with programmabie external clock is used to set the sampling frequency and 
intervals between sample blocks in order to assure enough measuring time - with a sufficient 
sampling frequency - under limited memory capacity circumstances. Apart trom signals trom the 
detectors and photo-diode, the oscilloscope also receives the signal trom the current program 
circuitry cantrolling the grid power-supply. 

Figure F2 shows the experimental setup. 
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Fig.36: experimenta/ setup at EUT 

Part of the laser beam is directed through a CO reference cell . By detecting the output signa! of 
the detector of the reference celland cernparing it with the other detector signa! (on the oscilloscope} , 
the CO absorption peaks can easily be spotted in the spectrum. 
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15 Measurements 

In order to determine a characteristic gasification time, the CO concentratien is studied as a 
tunetion of time. To be able to discriminate between the contributions of pyrolysis and chemica! 
reaction with C02, the experiments are executed in two sets of two. In one experiment the soot first 
undergoes pure pyrolysis and then the formed char is brought into contact with C02. In the other 
experiment the soot is directly brought into contact with C02. 

For the first type of experiment consists of two phases: pyrolysis and gasification. In the first 
phase - pyrolysis - a soot sample is inserted into the reactor. The mass of the sample is in the order 
of several tenths of a milligram. The reactor is then slowly evacuated down to a pressure of 8·1 a·3 

mbar, after which it is tilled with an inert gas - in our case N2 - in order to prevent the soot to undergo 
chemica! reaelions upon heating. The starting pressure is slightly above ambient. Higher pressures 
would be more representative for real gasification reactors, but for these (first attempt) experiments 
atmospheric experiments are preferable, since at elevated pressures the pressure-broadening of the 
absorption lines starts to become problematic. To monitor the CO concentratien and the temperature 
respectively, a digital oscilloscope is used to store the signal of the IR-detector and the photo-diode. 
In order to be able to monitor these signals over a long time with a high sampling frequency without 
exceeding the memory capacity of the oscilloscope, small bursts - containing a tew laser sweeps -
are stared separated by variabie intervals during which the oscilloscope is idle. After storing a few 
bursts which will serve as the raferenee spectrum, the electrical current through the grid is switched 
on. The temperature will rise to its stabie value within a second. The power souree can be 
programmed in such a way that the current step is preceded by a current peak, allowing a higher 
heating rate. Because the heating time is less than the idle intervals of the oscilloscope - three to 
five seconds - this option was not used. After the first second the temperature can still rise slightly -
less than three percent - because of the heating of the environment. After a fixed pyrolysis holding 
time of two minutes, the current is switched off . 

In the second phase of the experiment- gasification- the formed char of the soot is used tor the 
gasification. Therefore the reactor is evacuated again and this time it is tilled with C02. While 
monitoring the detector- and diode-signal, the grid is heated using the same current setting, until the 
entire sample has disappeared. 

After this the photo-diode is calibrated using a disappearing filament pyrometer. This is done after 
every experiment to account tor changes in the alignment and deposition of tar on the windows. 

For the second type of experiment - which will be referred to as the combination- also a soot 
sample is inserted. The reactor is evacuated and this time directly tilled with C02. The experiment is 
performed using the same current setting as in the first type of experiment. After the experiment the 
diode is recalibrated. 

Finally each set of experiment results in three data sets. The evaluation of the obtained data 
consists of determining the CO-production using the stared IR-detector signal and determining the 
grid-temperature during the experiment using the stared photo-diode signal. 

Knowing the idle time duration, the time dependent CO concentratien can be obtained trom 
absorption peak height in the detector signal by making an overlay between the recorded spectrum 
and the reference spectrum. An example of such an overlay is shown in tigure 37a . 

) .) j~)\..J\) .. 
Fig.37a: intensity profile overlay F1g.37b: extmct1on as a tunetJon of 'wavelength ' 
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In tigure 37a the red line represents the reference spectrum, which is the intensity measured by 
the IR- detector in time. But because the laser makes a frequency sweep which is linear in time, the 
horizontal axis can be regarded as wavelength axis. In the same way, the blue line represents the 
spectrum after a certain heating time. In tigure 37b tour absorption peaks of CO appear after 
subtraction and sealing of the spectra. The (third) peak reaches the bar indicating 95% absorption, 
while the topmost bar indicates total absorption. 

lt is possible that the laser emits more than one wavelength at the same time; this is a so-called 
multi-mode. Because it is well possible that CO does not absorb both frequencies, it can happen that 
some lines can never reach full absorption, because the detector measures the intensity of all 
frequencies in the beam. This could explain the tact that some peaks are structurally higher than 
ethers. A saturation experiment - invalving the application of an 'overdose' of soot - proved that the 
third peak (trom left to right) is a single-mode peak. 

In this way the CO concentratien (relative to full absorption) is determined tor several heating 
times. When the maximum extinction is determined, the measured concentratien percentages are 
scaled relative to the measured maximum. Finally the CO production curves areplottedas a tunetion 
of the heating time and f itted with the function : 

burnout(t) = 1- exp(- a1 • ta
2

) . (54) 

This fit is used for interpolation purposes only. Figure 38 shows typical results tor each of the 
experiments. The smal! symbols in tigure 38 beleng to the right vertical axis, representing the grid 
temperature. Their symbols match those of the burnout curves they beleng to. 
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Fig.38: sample CO production curves (with corresponding grid temperatures) 

To determine the temperature during the experiment , first a temperature calibration of the photo
diode signa! has to be made. The measured data points areplottedas temperature (obtained with the 
pyrometer) versus photo-diode voltage and fitted with a power function: 

(55) 
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A sample calibration curve is plotted in tigure 39, showing roughly a tenth power dependenee of 
the diode voltage on the temperature. 

photo diode voltage (mV) 

Fig.39: sample calibration curve of the photo diode 

After each experiment (of the first or second type) a new calibration curve has to be made, 
because after inserting a new soot sample the opties for the photo-diode have to be realigned. Also 
during the experiment tar deposits on the reactor windows, slowly decreasing their transparency. lt is 
however impossible to do a calibration between the pyrolysis and the gasification experiment, 
because the char is not to be influenced by scanning the grid temperature range. 

Now the correlation between the diode voltage and the temperature is known, it is possible to 
calculate the grid temperature trom the stared photo-diode data by determining the amplitude of the 
signal at several moments throughout the experiment. Typical results are shown in tigure 38. 
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16 Results 

In order to match the temperatures close to the burner of a real residual oil gasification reactor, 
experiments are performed in the range of 1400 to 1700 K. In each experiment a characteristic 
burnout 12 time is determined by taking the time required by the burnout curve to reach a certain 
burnout percentage. In order to be able totest the isomorphism of the curves, three different burnout 
percentages will be considered: 50%, 80% and 90%. Figure 40 shows a graphical representation of 
the different characteristic times (1:1 , 1:2 , 'tJ) . 
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Fig.40: sample burnout curve showing characteristic burnout times 

This way three characteristic times are obtained for each of the experiments on pyrolysis, 
gasification and the combination. According to the Arrhenius equation the following temperature 
dependenee for the reactivity (R) can be expected: 

( Ea) 1 R oe exp - T with R = --;ç, . (56) 

Here Ea represents the activatien energy for the CO production mechanism, expressed in Kelvin. lf 
the data is presented in a so-called Arrhenius plot - log(R) versus 1/T, a linear dependency is 
expected of which the (negative) slope indicates the activatien energy13

. The Arrhenius plots for the 
three different experiments are shown in figures 41a to 41c. In these plots open symbols indicate 
poor data points, caused by irregularities in the burnout curves. 

12 The word burnout is used lor all three different experiments. 

13 Nota that lor the plots a logarithm of base ten is used rather than a natural logarithm, so the slope found has to be multiplied by 
log(e) to obtain the activatien energy. 
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Fig.41 a: Arrhenius plot tor the pyrolysis experiments 
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Fig.41 b: Arrhenius plot tor the gasification experiments 
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Fig.41 c: Arrhenius plot tor the combination experiments 

First of all , it should be concluded that there are too little data points and the data points deviate 
too much trom a linear trend to draw straightforward conclusions about the activation energies trom 
these plots. No clear ditterences can be seen between the Arrhenius plots for the different types of 
experiments. All plots show reactivities roughly in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 s-1. This means that tor 
both mechanisms (pyrolysis and gasification) the burnout curve rises trom 50 to 90 percent in a time
span trom 1 0 to 1 00 seconds aft er the heating start ed. 

The characteristic time 't1 is most susceptible to the uncertainty in the start of the heating: tor 
pyrolysis this is ±1 .5 s and tor the other two types of experiments this is ±2.5 s. Characteristic time 't3 

on the other hand is most susceptible to the shape of the burnout curve, because the slope of the 
curve decreasas in time. Still , the trends tor the characteristic times are the same in all Arrhenius 
plots. 

The Arrhenius plot tor the combination experiments is the only one qualifying for a linear trend. 
Because of the reasons mentioned above we is use the 't2-data to performa linear fit on, resulting in 

E a ,cambinatian(-r2 ) = 8·10
3 

K with a standard error of 3·10
3 

K. 

For coal gasification and activatien energy in the order of 104 K is normal, so this is a feasible result. 
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17 Conclusions 

• 

• 

• 

Residual oil (SR and VFCR) is determined to be unsuitable for gasification experiments in the 
grid reactor, due to its high evaporation rate. Soot of residual oil allows the same kind of 
experiments to be performed on it, as are used to study coal gasification in the grid reactor. 
Defining the reactivity as the inverse of the time reg,uired for 80% burnout, results tor this oil soot 
show reactivities ranging trom 0.001 to 0.003 s· for both pyrolysis and gasification in the 
temperature range of 1400 to 1700 K at atmospheric pressure. For the combination experiments 
reactivities are slightly higher. 
lnsufficient data is available to calculate reliable activatien energies tor pyrolysis and gasification . 
Estimations based on the best data available yield the feasible result of 1 04 K. 
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Discussion 

In order to cernpare different burner models, it is not enough to know the PSD that each of the 
burners produces at a certain distance trom its exit. Also the behavier of the produced jet has to be 
known. By measuring the droplet diameters and velocity - magnitude and direction - it may be 
possible to model the behavier of the produced jet. 

Todetermine what a good burner is, even more data is required. Besides the rate of gasification, 
also properties like the rate of combustion, the rate of evaporation and the gas phase reactivities 
have to be known, in order to conduct simulations of the total of physical and chemica! processes in a 
gasifier. Only these simulations can yield results tor properties like the rate of conversion, the soot 
make and the thermal load of the burner tips. By these properties the quality of a burner design is 
judged. 

So testing and improving burners requires measurements of the characteristics of the produced 
jet depending on the burner design as well as measurements of the characteristics of the feedstock. 
For bothof these fields, methods have been reviewed and applied, yielding eneauraging results. 
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Recommendations 

SECTION 1: 
• To comply with real gasifiers, atomization experiments should be performed at higher pressures. 
• In order to investigate the dependenee of a burner design on feedstock fluctuations, experiments 

with different oil viscosities should be performed. 

SECTION 11: 
• For a better understanding of the behavior of the oil soot, a proximate analysis is needed. 

Furthermore, a better defined - non palletized - sample is preferable. 
• In order to comply better with the parameters of real gasifiers, gasification experiments should be 

performed at higher pressures. 
• Continue work on shock tube experiments to obtain values for cambustion reactivity. 

Amsterdam I Eindhoven, December 1998 
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Appendix 1 

Mathematica! derivations for Section I 

1.1 Maasurement area 

A large droplet scatters more light than a small droplet So small droplets have to pass through a 
more intense region than large droplets in order to scatter enough light to be detected. This means 
that the measurement area tor large droplets is larger than tor small droplets. Therefore the 
contribution of large droplets is overestimated in the measured PSD; creating a droplet diameter 
dependent bias function. 

1.1.1 basic method 

In order to correct the PSD tor this bias tunetion the aim is todetermine the measurement area tor 
each droplet diameter. The measurement area is defined as the area parallel to the fringe-discs 
through which particles move which are seen by the detector. 

The effective measurement volume is confined by the ellipsoid in which the intensity is high 
enough to detect a droplet - this ellipsoid is dependent on the droplet diameter - and the (projection 
of) the slit of the detector mask with slit width W81n. This sectien of the measurement volume is 
approximately cylindrical. So the effective measurement volume can be represented by a cylinder 
shown in tigure 42. 

Lr,max 
Fig.42: effective measurement volume 

Figure 42 shows that the length of the measurement area in the z-direction equals the projected 
slit width. In order todetermine the other di mension of the measurement areawedefine the traverse 
length 

4 = U· tr (57) 
Here U is the droplet velocity in the y-direction and tT represents the traverse time. The traverse 

time is the time it takes the droplet to traverse the effective measurement volume and is determined 
by the PDA system as the duration of the Doppier burst; the time interval between opening and 
closing of the gate signal (see tigure 19}. 

The value of LT reaches it's maximum, LT,max. when a droplet traverses the measurement volume 
through the center. And since the volume is cylindrical, LT,max is also the length of the measurement 
area in the x-direction. 
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This makes it possible to calculate the measurement area per droplet diameter class, Ameas. by 
simply calculating the maximum traverse length for each droplet class. However, due to erroneous 
measurements and double bursts which are likely to yield a much higher value for the traverse 
length, it is advisable to use a more sophisticated method todetermine Lr,max· 

Droplets traverse the measurement volume at a certain point along the y-axis, causing a transition 
length that can be expressed in termsof the radius of the measurement volume, !6 Lr,max. and the y
value as indicated in fi ure 43. 

Fig.43: relation between the traverse length and the maximum traverse length 

Many dropJets (of the same diameter) traversing the volume will form a distribution in the traverse 
lengths. Calculating the average of this distribution yields 

'J-(~(t·4~l' -y'dy) 
(4) = 2 0 ____,0:...__ ___ _ 

f· 4 ,rnax 
4 

= 1t 'Lr,max 

Now substituting the result of equation 58 into equation 57 gives 

Ameas = 4,max · wslir = 1- · (4) · wslir 

Because of the statistica! nature of equation 59, it will yield 
measurement area. 

1.1.2 example 

(58) 

(59) 

much more reliable results for 

As an example the traverse lengths of water dropJets coming trom a Boeing nozzle were studied. 
This was performed under atmospheric pressure with a data rate of 1.6 kHz and an overall validatien 
of 60%. In tigure 44 the measured traverse lengths areplottedas a tunetion of the measured droplet 
diameter. 
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Fig.44: examp/e of measured traverse lengths as a tunetion of the droplet diameter 

..... 

To determine the measurement area tor a certain droplet diameter the diameter range is first 
divided into diameter classes of two micrometer wide. All measured traverse lengths in one diameter 
class are then averaged. The results for three classes are shown in table 8. 

Diameter class (LT) standard deviation LT,max = {" ' (LT) 
{J.tm) (JJ.m) (JJ.m) (JJ.m) 
20-22 33 11 26 
50-52 42 14 33 
90-92 49 18 39 

Table 8: resultmg average traverse /engths and ca/culated maxtmum traverse /ength 

lf we now plot the measured traverse lengths per diameter class in a cumulative plot we obtain 
tigure 45. 
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Fig.45: example of traverse /ength (cumulative) distributions tor different diameter classes 

1.1.3 improved method 

Earlier work showed that the boundaries of the slit-projection are not as strong as they seem 
[ANA]: also dropiets passing with their centers through a small triangular cone-shaped region on both 
sides of the cylinder are detected. lmplementing this knowledge leads to a lot more complicated 
formulas. 

1.1.4 implementation 

Even though the results presented in paragraph 2 follow the theory quite well , the resulting graphs 
obtained from oil atomization experiments lack the typical shape as shown in tigure 44. Therefore, in 
the work presented here, no droplet diameter dependent corrections are made to the measured PSD. 
However, the calculated traverse lengths were used to expel those dropiets from the PSD of which 
the traverse length exceeded 75 11m (which is slightly larger than the visible laser beam diameter). 
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1.2 Estimation of the slip velocity relaxation length 

Below a short derivation of the relaxation length is given. The relaxation length is a characteristic 
distance a partiele will travel befere its velocity is adapted to that of the fluid . 

As a worst case scenario - maximum relaxation length, the gas velocity will be taken constant and 
equal to the initial value. Also the initial droplet velocity will be taken to be zero. 

The accelerating force exerted on the droplet will be estimated by the drag force of a sphere, so 
the differential equation tor the velocity is 

dv 1 ( ( ))2 2 m ·-=c ·-2 p v -v t ·1tr 
d dt D g g d 

(60) 

and since vd(O) = 0 

(61) 

We will say that the droplet velocity is adapted to the surrounding fluid when the velocity ditterenee is 
smaller than 1 0%. So 

v
8 

-vA't) = 0.1· v
8 

(62) 

For the characteristic relaxation time ('t) this means after substitution of equation 62 into 61 : 

24 pd r 
't = -.-.- {63) 

CD p g V8 

In practice a slip induced acceleration will cause the droplet to be deformed, resulting in a higher 
drag coefficient. Therefore taking the drag coefficient of a sphere will again yield the worst case 
value tor the relaxation time (and the relaxation length). 

The relaxation length (À) can now be defined as 
't 

A= J v(t)dt (64) 
t=O 

Rewriting equation (61) and substituting the normal time tor 't gives the velocity equation tor the 
drop let. 

V d (t) = V g { J + ~V g • t J A _]. CD ~ 
where - 8 • • 

r Pd 
Because of the shape of velocity graph is required that that the relaxation length be: 

!·v8 't<A<l·v8't 
This requirement is used as a check on the numerical integration. 

(65) 

(66) 
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The drag coefficient (co) depends on the Reynolds number. For Re<3·1 05
, c0>0.4. Thus, for a 

large range of Reynolds numbers, taking c0 equal to 0.4 will yield the maximum relaxation time. 
Furthermore the gas velocity will betaken to be 100 m/s and the radius of the droplet 12j..Lm. 

lnserting these values into equation 63 yields 
't = 0.4 ms . 

Evaluation of integral 64 using equation 65 yields 

IJ.. = 3 cml 
so that the obtained results satisfy requirement 66. 

Because throughout the derivation always a worst case scenario has been used - and the 
resulting relaxation length is smaller than the ciosest point of measurement (7.5 cm trom the burner 
exit) - we can conclude that droplets of a diameter of at least up to 24 11m adapt their velocity to the 
surrounding gas before entering the measurement volume (at 7.5 cm behind the model exit). 
Observing the droplet veloeities at 7.5 cm behind the model exit (see tigure 46), we see that the 
velocity distribution shows no apparent dependenee on the diameter of the droplets. Thus we can 
conclude that the average droplet velocity is a good measure tor the local gas velocity tor all 
distances at which measurements are performed. 
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Fig.46: axial droplet veloeities at 7.5 cm trom burner exit 
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1.3 Calculation of several flow properties 

To make an estimate of flow properties the measurement performed with model2 at 7.5 cm away 
trom the burner is used14. The ·et geometry use tor the estimations is shown in tigure 47. 

A 

L 

Fig.47: jet geometry properties 

The values of corresponding properties and the calculated properties are given in table 9. 

input properties calculated properties 
property unit value property 

half cone top-angle'" 'Y deg 42 throughput area A 
oil throughput $oil kg/s 0.55 oil flux1 

oil density Pd kg/m3 973.5 droplet throughput 17 

distance trom model L cm 7.5 droplet density 
average droplet u mis 43 average inter-droplet r 
velocity18 distance19 

PSD scale factor A. Jlm 27.2 D10 (mean diameter) dm 
PSD shape factor a 1 1.16 mass of dm20 mm 

Table 9: several flow properties 

With these values it is possible to calculate the gravitational force defined by 

~-~ 
Fgrav = G· 2 where G = 6.710-11 Nm2/kg2. 

r 
Using mm for both masses and the average inter-droplet distance we obtain 

F9rav = 0(1 0"25
} N 

unit 
m" 
krs·T2 
s ·m 
cm·3 

Jlm 

Jlm 
kg 

value 
0.012 

44 
1·1012 

2·104 

4·102 

26 
9·10"12 

This results in a characteristic time attraction time in the order of two days. Therefore we can exclude 
the gravitational force as a contribution to the collision process. 

14 For convenianee the data was fitted with a single Rosin-Rammier function. Therefore only one scale and shape factor are listed in 
the properties table. 

15 The value of the top-angle is an average determined by cloud observations. 
16 The calculation of this flux assumes equal radial dis tribution of the oil. 
17 To calculate the droplet throughput, the oil mass throughput is divided over droplet diameter classes represented by the given PSD 

factors. 
18 Th is is the droplet velocity at the given length of 7.5 cm away trom the burner model exit. 
19 The mean inter-droplet distance is approximated by dividing the space up in hexagonal close-packed spheres. 
20 The mass of a droplet of mean diameter is not equal to the mean mass. The latter has a value of 1·1 0"10 kg. 
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1.4 Estimation of the energy dissipation rate 

From literature [SGP] values for the turbulent energy in real SGP gasfiers are available. These 
values are obtained with the aid of large eddy simulations. The turbulent energy per unit mass of the 
continuurn is defined by 

k = t · u'1 
(67) 

while the energy dissipation rate per unit mass of the continuurn can be estimated - according to the 
Kolmogoroff hypothesis for isotropie turbulent structure - by 

(68) 

where u' represents the turbulent velocity fluctuation and I is the characteristic size of the (largest) 
turbulent eddies. In turn, the lengthof the turbulent eddies will be estimated by 

u 
l=-. {69) 

fsheet 

Here u is the velocity of the turbulent eddies and fsheet is the oscillation frequency of the sheet. 

Combining equations 67, 68 and 69 gives the expression 

E "" O.S. kYz . /sheet . (70) 
u 

For the velocity of the eddies we will substitute the average droplet velocity (see table 9). The 
oscillation frequency of the oil sheet can easily be determined because it lies in the acoustic range. 
By recording the whistling frequency a typical value of 2 kHz is obtained. A typical value for the 
turbulent kinetic energy at 10 cm away from the burner exit is 4·1 02 m2/s2

. Substitution into equation 
70 finall ields 

E = 2·105 
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1.5 Average relative velocity 

Given the absolute velocity distribution f{U) the relative velocity distribution f{Ure1) is calculated 
by adding the contributions of all pairs in f{U) with the same relative velocity. 

The conversion method used for the (discrete) distribution will be validated by comparison with 
analytica! equations for a continuous distribution in a numerical test case. 

ç !; u---+ u -----+ 

Fig.48a: continuous absolute velocity distribut ion Fig.48b: discrete absolute velocity distribution 

1.5.1 Conversion equations fora continuous distribution 
The contribution to the relative velocity distribution of the absolute velocity pair Ç and Ç equals 

c(Ç,I;)=J(Ç)·J(I;) (71) 

Without loss of generality we can take Ç > Ç and therefore define Ç = Ç + e where e is the relative 
velocity of the pair. 

Keeping e fixed and inlegrating over Ç we obtain an expressing for the formula in which all the 
contributions to the relative velocity e are accumulated: this is the relative velocity distribution. -

J(UreJ = I J(Ç) · J(Ç + e) dsle=u,.
1 

(72) 

Finally the average relative velocity is given by 
-

ure/= I ure/. J(Urel) dUre/ (73) 
0 

1.5.2 Conversion equations for a discrete distribution 

We consider a discrete distribution with Nv bins startingat i= 1, with bincontent a1 and width w. 
The resulting relative velocity distribution will have (Nv-1) bins with bincontent c1 and also width w. A 
table is created to visualize the conversion process. 

i \ . 1 2 3 

1 C11 = adi2 C12 = adi3 C13 = a1 ·84 

2 C21 = a2·8J C22 = a2·84 

3 C31 = a3·84 
4 

+ + + 

C1 C2 C3 
Fig.49: schematic absolute to relative velocity conversion table (for Nv = 4) 

The value of each cell contains the analogy to equation 71 and is calculated as 
cij =ai · ai+j (74) 

Equation 72, the relative velocity distribution, is now represented by the sums of each column and is 
given by 

N,-j 

C · = "C·· } L.,; Ij 

i=! 

(75) 
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When wedefine vrel ,j = j · w as the relative velocity bin value of bin j, then the average velocity is 

calculated as 

(76) 

1.5.3 Numerical test case: 

Let f(x) bethetest tunetion to represent the velocity distribution. In order to avoid difficulties with 
integration to infinity we let f(x) take the ferm of a partial parabola: 

.. 

{

0 x~O 
j(x)= 

03

3
2 x(4-x) O~x~4 whichpossessestheproperty j_~~ f(x)d.x=l 

x ~4 

Using equation 72 this results in the relative velocity distribution given in tigure 50 . 

x x... 
Fig.50a: absolute velocity test distribution Fig.50b: corresponding relative velocity distribution 

Then using equation 73 yields I x rel = 1.0291. 

To check the validity of the numerical routine the test tunetion was discretised into N bins. The 
relative velocity distribution obtained at N = 200 is already indistinguishable trom the one shown in 
tigure . In table 10 the deviations between the discretised and analytically obtained values tor the 
avera I r I 't · · e re a 1ve ve ocny 1s g1ven. 

N 200 800 

xrtl,di:sc 1.035 1.030 

deviation 0.6 % 0.1 % 
Table 10: devtattons of numencally obtamed values tor average relative velocity 
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Appendix2 

PDA system properties 

2.1 Fixed settings for "SIZEware version 3.2" 

[SIZ] 

contiguration system status memory 640 kB 
ext. memory 0 
OMAchip yes 
serials 2 
printers 3 
computer non-IBM 
CPU 80386 
coprocessor 80387 

hardware setup signal processor 58N1 0 - PDA signal processor 
opties setup 57X40 - Fiber PDA probe 

set up electronics encoder mode disabled 
Bragg cell 1 on 2 off 
burst detection trigger on U1 I external inhibit 
interface board 58G130 
base address 320H 
photomultipliers all57x08 

transmitting U (green) V (blue) 
wavelength 514.5 nm 488.0 nm 
Gaussian beam diameter 2.2 mm2.2 mm 
beam collimator expansion 1 1 
beam expander expansion 1 1 
lens focal length 180mm 180mm 

receiving aperture ID C (large particles) 
scattering angle 120° 
lens focal Jength 300mm 
beam expansion 1 
polarisation angle goo 
direction of fringe motion positive 
partiele/medium refractive indices 1.461 I 1 
polarisation orientation perpendicular 
fringe rotatien angle 47° 
scattering mode reflection 

receiving/window type of window parallel to X-Y 
scattering angle 120° 
thickness of window 2.5mm 
refractive index of window 1.51 
window angle (receiver) (U1) goo 
window angle (transmit) (U3) goo 

bandwidth arrival time mode 1 
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2.2 Derived properties 

incident beam intersectien angle ( e ): 
Figure 51 shows the definition of the angle between two intersecting incident beams. 

Fig.51 : definition of beam intersectien angle 

Given: D beam separation distance at front lens of transmitting opties 
L focal length of front lens of transmitting opties 

the beam intersectien angle is given by: 

8 = 2 · arctan( ~) (77) 

fringe spacing ( & ): 
The distance between fringes can be derived by two trigonometrie equations as illustrated by 

tigure 52a and 52b. 

Fig.52a: construction tor deriving fringe spacing 
x -------1 

Fig.52b: detail of tigure 52a 

Drawn in tigure 52a are two laser beams intersecting at angle e. The perpendicular lines are lines 
of the same phase within one beam. More in particular, these lines are lines of maximum amplitude, 
so we can expect constructive interterenee at the intersections of the perpendiculars of both beams. 
Since fringes are lines of constructive interference, they are represented by the horizontal lines 
connecting the intersectien points of the perpendiculars. 

cos (~) 
shaded triangle: 

tan (~) 
half of large triangle: 

A. 
x 

x = 
cos (1) 

x cos (1) 
81 = 2· sin (1) 
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Given: e incident beam separation angle 
À. laser light wave length 

and eliminating x, the fringe spacing is given by: 

8 = À 
1 2 sin (f) (78) 

then combining equations 77 and 78 concludes: 

5: À I 2 I 2 
u1 = d ·'V L + 4 D 

(79) 

diameter of focused laser beam ( d, ): 
Given: d1 laser beam diameter befere expansion21 

l focal length of front lens of transmitting opties 
E beam expansion factor 

the laser beam diameter at the measuring volume is given by: 
4 LÀ 

d = - .-
! 1r E d1 

(80) 

measuring volume dimensions ( dx, dy, dz ): 
Figure 53 shows the conventions concerning the coordinate system. 

x 

Fig.53: coordinate system tor measurement volume 

Since the incident beams run in the XZ-plane the width of the measurement volume in the Y-direction 
will be equal to the beam's width. 
Figure 54a shows the trigonometrie constructions tor deriving the X-dimension of the measuring 
volume. 

Fig.54a: construction tor deriving dx Fig.54b: construction tor deriving dz 

cos (f) 

21
The beam diameter is defined by !he width of !he Gaussian profile at 1/e2 of !he maximum intensity. In formula 80 this diameter is 
presumed to be equal to !he beam waist diameter (before expansion). 
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Figure 54b shows the trigonometrie constructions for deriving the Z-dimension of the measuring 
volume: 

tan (t) = 1dx <=> sin (~) = 
td. cos (~) 

dJ 1 . (8) dJ 
(.f}_).-d <=> sm 2 = 

cos 2 4 d. 

Given: d1 diameter of laser beam at measuring volume 
e incident beam separation angle 

the dimensions of the measuring volume are given by: 

dy = d, 

d = d . 
1 

x J cos (~) 

d = d . 
1 

4 J sin (1) 

number of fringes ( N1 ): 

(81) 

Since the fringe separation and the dimensions of the measuring volume are known possible the 
number of fringes can be calculated by: 

dx 
NI = -

8J 
substituting equations 78 and 81 gives: 

N = ! .~ · tan (1L) 
J tr E dl 2 

now substituting equation 77 finally yields: 
4 D 

NJ = - .
tr dl (82) 

Using the equations above and substituting the values (mainly) given in appendix 2.1 , the 
following table of derived property values is obtained. The results given for the green and blue laser 
light separately. 

property value unit 
green blue 

e 8.26 8.26 degrees 
8t 3.57 3.39 Jlm 
dt 53.6 50.8 Jlm 
dy 53.6 50.8 Jlm 
dx 53.7 50.9 Jlm 
dz 744 705 Jlm 
Nt 15.0 15.0 1 

Table 11 : values of denved PDA propertJes 
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List of Symbols 

symbol unit 

A 1 
Ameas m2 

c 1 
D m 
Dmax m 
Ea K 
L m 
Lr m 
N 1 
N1 1 
P(m1,m2) kg-1 
Q 1 
R s-1 

T K 
u m/s 
We 1 

b m 
b(m1,m2) m3s-1 

c(x)/c(u) m-3 

c'(x)/c'(u) m-3 

Co 1 
d m 
dcrit m 
df m 
dm m 
f(x)/f(u) m-3 

fcol 
-1 s 

fo Hz 
fsheet Hz 
fshift Hz 
g(m) s-1 

g(x)/g(u) m-3 

g'(x)/g'(u) m-3 

k m2/s2 
I m 
IK m 
m 1 
ffid kg 
n(m,t) m-3 

p(m1,m2) kg-1 

r m 
r(x)/r(u) m-3 

u m/s 
u' m/s 
Vd m/s 
Vg m/s 
t s 
h s 
Wslit m 
x m 
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description 

number of dropiets in the distribution 
(diameter dependent) measurement area 
uncontrolled total number of colliding dropiets 
droplet diameter 
maximum measurable diameter 
activation energy 
distance trom burner exit I focal length 
traverse length 
number of diameter bins 
number of fringes inside the measurement volume 
probability that two colliding particles of mass m1 and m2 will coalesce 
controlled total number of colliding dropiets 
reactivity 
temperature 
droplet velocity (component) 
Weber number 

impact parameter 
callision coefficient for particles of mass m1 and m2 
normalized depleting diameter/volume distribution tunetion 
not normalized depleting diameter/volume distribution tunetion 
drag coefficient 
droplet diameter 
critica! droplet diameter 
diameter of focused laser beam 
mean droplet diameter 
diameter distribution tunetion I volume distribution tunetion 
callision frequency 
frequency of Doppier burst 
asciilation frequency of the oil sheet 
optica! shift frequency 
breakup frequency for particles of mass m 
normalized replenishing diameter/volume distribution tunetion 
not normalized replenishing diameter/volume distribution tunetion 
turbulent energy per unit mass of the continuurn 
largest turbulent length scale 
Kolmogoroff length scale 
number of merged diameter bins 
droplet mass 
droplet (number) density tunetion 
probability that a part_ of mass m1 is formed by the breakup of a part. of mass m2 
droplet radius I inter-droplet distance 
resulting diameter/volume distribution tunetion 
velocity of turbulent eddies 
turbulent velocity fluctuation 
droplet velocity 
gas velocity 
time 
traverse time 
detector mask slit width 
diameter variabie 

!l V m/s slip velocity between oil and gas 
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.1D m diameter discrepancy 

.1t s characteristic time span 
<I> ij rad phase difference between Doppier bursts at detectors i and j 

Cl 1 scale factor of Rosin-Rammier distribution 

~ i 1 geometrical factor of the phase-diameter relationship for detector i 
8t m fringe spacing 
E m21s3 energy dissipation rate 
ç m diameter variabie 
e rad intersectien angle of laser beams 
À m wavelength of laser light I scale factor of RR distribution I relaxation length 
Àf<H m Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength 
v(m) 1 number of particles formed by breakup of a partiele of mass m 
V m21s kinematic viscosity of the continuurn 
1; m diameter variabie 

Pd kg/m3 oil density (density of the oil droplets) 
pg kg/m3 gas density 
't s characteristic burnout time I characteristic relaxation time 
O'd Nlm oil surface tension 
\) m3 volume variabie 

~ rad azimuth of detector i 

'I' i rad alevation of detector i 
(I) m3 volume variabie 
(jJ m3 volume variabie 

List of Abbreviations 

EUT 
LDA 
PDA 
PSD 
RR 
SGP 
SR 
SRTCA 
VFCR 
VIV 

Eindhoven, Univarsity of T echnology 
laser-Doppier anemometry 
phase-Doppler anemometry 
partiele size distribution 
Rosin-Rammier 
Shell Gasification Process 
short residue (= vacuum residue) 
Shell Research and Technology Center, Amsterdam 
vacuum flashed and cracked residue 
visibility I intensity validatien 
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